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FOREWORD 
This report was prepared by Spectra Research Systems under Contract No. NAS8-
34686 entitled "Bearing Tester Data Compilation, Analysis, and Reporting and Bearing 
Math Model ing" for the George C. Marshall Space Fl ight Center of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration. The work was administer'ed under the technical 
direction of the Materials and Processes Laboratory, Engineering Physics Division of 
the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center with Mr. Fred J. Dolan acting as project 
managE'r. 
This report describes the work performed by Spectra Research Systems Southeast-
ern Operations during the July 1982 - April 1984 period. Mr. Rodney Bradford was the 
Spectra Research Systems Project Manager. The project technical staff was directed 
by Mr. Joseph C. Cody who was the Project Engineer. A I isting of the key project 
staff members is shown below: 
Dr. D. David Marshall 
Mr. Edward E. Montgomery 
Ms. Linda S. New 
Mr. M. Anthony Stone 
Mr. Bruce K. Tiller. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This report describes the work accomplished during the contract period July 1982 
- April 1984 in support of the MSFC Bearing and Materials Tester (Bm) Program. The 
objective of this activity is to support the development and operation of the BtH 
including data reduction and evaluation. Since the Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) 
turboplJmp beari ngs operate in an envi ronment cons iderably more severe than conven-
tional bearing systems, traditional analysis methods and bearing life models are not 
directly applicable. 
The MSFC BMT Program is therefore directed toward a better understanding of the 
various parameters that effect/or determine the SSME turbopump bearing operational 
characteristics and service life and to develop and verify design tools applicable to 
these systems. Support of thi s program i nvo 1 ves a broad spectrum of engi neeri ng 
analysis activities including static analysis of the BMT Shaft Bearing System, high-
speed bearing system analysis, contact stress evaluation, bearing failure mode eval-
uation and thermal modeling of the bearing and cryogenic flow system. The tasks 
described in this report do not represent the total analysis effort for the design 
and development of the BMT. The enclosed work was done to support the development of 
the BMT in special ized areas as problems occurred and to support the stated objec-
tives. BMT test data are reduced, evaluated, and correlated with analyses where 
applicable. Since test data applicable to the turbopump bearing system are limited 
and the system and operating conditions are of such complexity that theoretical 
modeling requires unprecedented extrapolations, additional data from the BMT are 
required to fully substantiate turbopump bearing analysis results and bearing 1 ife 
predictions. 
1 
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2.0 SUMMARY 
Thermal and mechanical models of high-speed angular contact ball bearings 
operating in LOX and LN? have been developed and verified with limited test data 
during the contract period. The work thus far demonstrates that a combined 
ana lytical-test approach is requi red to understand and evaluate these severe and 
complex bearing operating conditions. 
Si gnifi cant progress has been made in understandi ng and adapti ng the SHABERTH 
bearing analysis computer program for evaluation of cryogenic bearing systems. This 
program was developed for the analysis of jet engine shaft/bearing systems operating 
above room temperature with normal hydrocarbon lubricants. Through continued 
analysis effort, it has been possible to adapt this tool to the evaluation of shaft 
bearing systems operating in cryogenics. 
Effects such as fl uid drag, radi a 1 temperature gradi ents, outer race mi sa 1 i gn-
ments and clearance changes have been simulated and evaluated. In addition, the 
speed and preload effects on bearing radial stiffness has been evaluated. The 
SHABERTH program has also been used to provi de contact stresses from whi ch contact 
geometry has been calculated to support other analyses such as the determination of 
cryogenic fluid film thickness in the contacts and evaluation of surface and .subsur-
face stresses necessary for beari ng fail ure eva 1 uati on. Thi s program has been a 
vital tool for the thermal analysis of the bearing in that it provides the heat 
generation rates at the rolling element/race contacts for input into a thermal model 
of the bearing/shaft assembly. 
Although the SHABERTH computer code (See Reference 41) has a thermal subroutine, 
it is not capable of accommodating varying thermal properties and two phase flow. A 
bearing thermal model with this capability has been developed using the SINDA thermal 
analyzer. The bearing/shaft assembly and cryogenic coolant flow are thermally 
simul ated by a nodal network and the model provides a detai led descri pti on of the 
bea ri ng and assembly component temperatures and gradi ents. The model accounts for 
the various heat transfer regimes encountered in a two phase flow system and allows 
the assessment of parameters such as load, speed, flow rate, fluid subcooling. etc. 
on bearing component temperatures. Bearing contact surfaces are modeled in detail, 
to assess the maximum surface temperatures, and compl ete descri pti ons of component 
temperature gradients are provided. This can be important in assessing the charac-
teri sti cs such as fl uid film thi ckness, film 1 ubri cant requi rements, and effects on 
contact friction. Test data from the BMT has been used when possible to calibrate 
and verify the thermal model. Additional test data at varied tester operating 
conditions will be required for further model verification. 
Iteration between the SHABERTH bearing model and the SINDA thermal model is 
necessary for complete analysis of the bearing/shaft assembly. This is necessary due 
to the strong coupl ing between bearing component temperatures and internal operating 
clearances. As the inner race temperature exceeds that of the outer race, thermal 
growth reduces or eliminates the operating clearances. This in turn increases the 
contact stresses and forces which, increase the frictional heat generated. This is a 
cycle that will cause premature bearing failure if it proceeds unchecked. This 
condition has been simulated by utilizing the SHABERTH bearing program and the SINDA 
bearing thermal model. By this analysis method, prel iminary bounds have been estab-
Ii shed for stab I e operation in LN? These I imi ts have been estab 1 i shed in terms of 
fluid flow, fluid inlet temperature, and axial load for a shaft speed of 30,000 RPM. 
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It is very important to conduct this analysis procedure to determine preliminary 
bounds for stable operation in LOX. Additional analyses of this nature have been 
done for a range of shaft speeds to determi ne the effects of shaft speed on beari ng 
operating characteristics and temperatures. 
The importance of understanding and developing reliable analy£,is tools for esti-
mating the mechanical/thermal interactions of the bearing system and these effects on 
bearing performance and life cannot be over emphasized. There are many deficiencies 
in the analytical methods available and applicable test data is nonexistent. There-
fore, these gaps must be filled with additional BMT test and operational data before 
reliable predictions concerning Shuttle Main Engine turbopump bearing performance and 
life can be made. 
There is a strong mechanical/thermal interaction in the turbopump shaft/ bearing 
system. This is especially critical in cryogenically cooled systems because of the 
drastically changing cooling ahility as the fluid changes from liquid to vapor. As 
an example. an increase in load can cause transition from forced convection liquid 
cool ing to forced convection vapor cool ing with a significantly large increase in 
component temperatures. Such in<:reases can rapidly eliminate internal clearances, 
increase contact stresses and frictional heat causing further heating until failure 
occurs. This unstable condition can further be aggravated by extremely high temper-
atures in the contact areas which can cause breakdown of the dry film lubricant, 
significantly increasing the frictional heat generation. 
In addition to rapid Dearing failure, less severe cases can cause failures 
different from the subsurface fati gue fa il ures experi enced by conventi ona 1 oil 
lubricated bearings. As will be discussed later, increased surface friction moves 
the maximum shear stresses to the surfaces and therefore. the failure occurs in the 
surface rather than below the surface. Furthermore, the high temperatures predicted 
will significantly degrade the material properties in the surface and this. combined 
with loss of lubricant, allows surface wear to become a potential failure mode. Due 
to the steep thermal gradi ents at the beari ng contact surfaces. there is a strong 
possibility that thermally induced stresses are significant contributors to bearing 
failure. These conditions and failure modes are vastly different from those experi-
enced by conventionally operated and 1 ubri cated roll i ng bearings. Therefore. the 
data base for conventional bearing 1 ife predictions has severely 1 imited val idity 
when extrapolated to high-speed bearings operating in cryogenics. 
Estimating coolant flow requirements for cryogenically cooled bearing systems, 
typical of the SSME turbopumps, requires consideration of mechanical/thermal coupling 
of the system. Analysis has shown that system heat generation is not a simple 
function of applied lo~d. As previously discussed, the establishment of a tempera-
ture gradi ent across the beari ng ~Ii 11 increase the fri cti ona 1 heat generated. For 
example, the coolant outlet temperature is essentially linear with flow for a con-
stant heat input which, for a bearing of uniform temperature, would indicate a con-
stant load. However, for a condition (this could be a low-flow case) that allows an 
adverse temperature gradient to estab 1 ish itse 1 f a.cross the beari ng, the heat gen-
erated will be considerably greater for the same axial load causing a higher coolant 
outlet temperature. Therefore, rather than a linear coolant outlet temperature in-
crease with decreasing flow, the outlet coolant temperature increase can become 
exponenti a 1 wi th decreasi ng coolant flow. The requi red coolant flow shaul d be 
specified to maintain the essentially linear relationship between flow and outlet 
coolant temperature for given load and bearing spe.ed conditions. 
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Contact stress analyses show that the maximum shear stress occurs in the surface 
of the contact for friction factors greater than 0.19. For marginally lubricated 
bearings operating in cryogenics, it is very likely that the contact friction factor 
is greater than 0.19. This is especially true when the bearing contact temperatures 
are significantly above the cryogenic saturation temperature. This condition pre-
cludes any liquid film support between the contact. In additiiln, many dry film 
lubricants fail at temperatures approaching 500-700°F. Consequently, surface failure 
modes are strong candidates for bearings operating in these environments. 
Further research is needed to characterize the performance of dry film lubri-
cants operating in cryogenics and the effects of contact surface temperature on the 
performance of these lubricants. The contact lubrication and traction, for bearing 
systems similar to those studied in this report, probably vary considerably with 
operation time and contact temperature. A key part of the bearing thermal analysis 
is the determination of the friction heat generated in the bearing contacts. This 
requires knowledge of local friction forces and slip velocities and the interdepen-
dency of these variables for the specific lubrication system being analyzed. For 
example, the friction coefficient is generally a function of slip velocity and may be 
enhanced by metal oxide formation when operating in liquid oxygen. Additional test 
data characterizing these effects are required before reI iable contact heat gen-
eration estimates can be made. 
Addi ti ona I work is a I so needed to cha racted ze the heat transfer mechani sms for 
high-speed bearings operating in high-flow, subcooled, cryogenic systems. No data 
has been located in the literature search that is directly applicable to these 
conditions. 
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3.0 BEARING TESTER DATA EVALUATION AND TEST SUPPORT 
3.1 LOX Test Incident Analysis 
In support of the Bearing and Material Tester (BMT) incident investigation, a 
scenario has been developed whi ch descri bes the potenti a 1 haza rds associ ated wi th 
operating the tester bearings in the temperature regimes that produce two phase con-
ditions in the coolant flow. The synergism of heating rate and flow pressure losses 
is much more pronounced in the two phase flow regime than in the single phase regime. 
A simplified flow network for the BMT is shown in Figure 3.1.1. Since each pair of 
bearings is cooled by flow circuits in parallel, the flow r€~'.·j5tances of each circuit 
must be equal for equal flow and pressure loss. Furthermore, any flow losses up-
stream of the bearings must be the same in each circuit. 
As indicated in the figure, this is not the case for the seal leakage. This is 
plubably not a serious factor since the absolute value of the real leakage is small. 
However, if the bearing component temperatures exceed the saturation temperature of 
the LOX coolant flow, vapor generation can significantly increase the resistance to 
flow through the hot bearing. This in turn ('an cause a reduction in flow, reduced 
cooling. and further increases in bearing temperature. 
The effect of incmased vapor generation on flow pressure loss is shown in 
Figure 3.1.2. This is the correlation for steam/water mixtures developed by 
Martinelli and Nels'Jn. Although the correlation is for steam/water flow, it is 
genera 1 in the sense that the same effect is experi enced wi th other two phase mi x-
tures. As shown in the figure. there is a significant increase in pressure loss over 
the single phase value as the percentage of vapor is increased. In a parallel flow 
network similar to the BMT coolant circuit. this will reduce the flow to the bearing 
running the hottest and producing the most vapot'. 
Another problem with operating in the two phase regime is the possibility of 
exceeding the critical heat flux for nucleate boiling. This can cause a rapid 
increase in component surface temperature. An example of this characteristic is 
shown in Figure 3.1.3. Shown in this figure is the measured outer race temperature 
for the failed beari ng superimposed on the POQ 1 boi 1 i ng curve for oxygen. The 
bearing temperature shown is for the outer race which is the lowest expected temper-
ature for any of the bearing components (inner race, balls, etc.). The other bearing 
components wi 11 be runni ng at a temperature in excess of the measured outer race 
temperature. 
Referring to Figure 3.1.3, it is evident that a small increase in load (heat 
flux) will cause the operating conditions to immediately shift to point E with a 
corresponding large increase in component temperature. The shift from C to D is not 
reversible. A reduction in load will cause the operating point to follow the path E 
to D and then move to the soli d part of the curve horizontally across from poi nt D. 
It is recognized that the boiling curve shown is for pool boiling and docs not 
completely describe the high velocity flow through the bearings. In general, the 
velocity effect will be to increase the critical heat flux point. However, as stated 
previously. the measured temperature is the lowest expected for any bearing compo-
nent. These two opposing factors will tend to cancel and the possibil ity of the 
operating point shifting as previously described is highly probable. 
Supporting data indicating possible effects of vapor generation in the load side 
coolant path ;,re shown in Figures 3.1.4 and 3.1.5. This data represents the LOX 
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inlet manifold pressure for the flow circuits indicated. The nlean ,teady pressure 
for the load side (P ) is about 440 psi, and the equivalent value for the drive 
side is about 419 psi~OOthere is, however, a bias difference of about 7 psi at the no 
rotational point (time=O). Considering the bias, there is about a 14 psi difference 
between the two pressures with the load side being the greater. This could be cJused 
by vapor generation in the load side circuit (bearings 1 and 2). 
Based on the above discussion, the following conclusions can be stated: 
(a) First order instabilities can occur when operating in a two phase regime 
near the peak flux region. This can cause a rapid increase in component temperature 
with a small increase in heat load. It appears, as a first order approxfmation, that 
bearing 2 was operating near this condition prior to the incident. 
(b) The parallel flow arrangement in the BMT requires stable flow resistances 
in both paths for equal coolant flow. Large variations in flow resistance can occur 
due to unequal heat generation in the bearings if the flow is two phase. 
(c) The combination of coolant flow reduction, increased vapor generation, and 
loss of cooling efficiency can cause a "run away" situation causing rapid increase in 
component temperature and subsequent failure. 
(d) Based on the above, the BMT bearing components should not be operated above 
the coolant saturation temperature unless absolutely necessary. If operating above 
the saturation temperature is required, the operating condition should be evaluated 
with respect to the peak flux condition to assure adequate cooling margin and suffi-
cient coolant flow to each flow circuit. 
3.2 Recommended Coolant Temperature Limits for ~7 mm Bearing Operating in L~2 
Since the liquid density of LN is approximately 43% less than LOX at the nomi-
nal operating temperatures and pres~ures for the BMT, the viscous work done on the 
LN? is estimated to be approximately 43% less than the work done on the LOX, provided 
the tester configu.ration was identical for the LN? and LOX tests. The overall energy 
balances (Figure 4.3.6) for the LN~ and LOX testS show that the energy input to the 
coolant is about 11% higher for ttfu LN2 tests. This apparent contradiction may be 
due to any of the following: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
Changes made to the BMT following the LN tests. Changes were made to the 
slinger and could account for part of t~e apparent high heat input during 
the LN2 tests. 
The LOX may provide a better lubrication medium than the LN? Since LN2 is 
inert, any oxide films would not be reformed once worn a\'ffiy. Such frlms 
could improve the fricti·on coefficient. 
Inaccurate measurement of coolant temperature and flow. 
The conservati ve approach is tr assume that the tester changes wi 11 reduce the 
viscous work by the density ratio (.70) and therefore the heat generated in the bear-
ing should be limited such that a maximum value of contact stresses ("'425 K psi) will 
not be exceeded. The value selected corresponds to a 100°C temperature difference 
across the bearing, as shown in Figure 3.2.1. This is a relatively high value for 
8 
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sustained operation (For sustained running, the Hertz stress should be limited to 
~350 K psi) but should be adequate for establishing cutoff limits. 
Reducing the previously estimated viscous energy for LOX (Figure 4,3.6) to 
account for the lower LN? density, gives a value for LN2 viscous work of 106.3 kW. 
The frictional heat generated by the bearings at 1000 e ~T is 15.2 kW. This gives a 
tota 1 heat input into the LN . of 121. 5 kW. Based on the above values, the data 
provided in Figure 3.2.2 can ~e generated. At flow rates less than 10 lbs/sec, the 
1 imiting criteria is to maintain the coolant outlet temperature about 30° below the 
saturation temperature. Since the outlet temperature for the second LN? tests (see 
Figure 3.2.3) rose about 30°F, restricting average inlet flow to 1600R would give an 
outlet temperature of 1900R which is approximately 30° below the saturation tempera-
ture of LN? at 400 psia. This provides a safety factor of 2 with regard to the 
outlet floW-conditions. 
The above values provide limits based on an overall energy balance. It is also 
necessary to monitor and limit the energy generated by each bearing pair. To estab-
lish the limiting ~T across the bearing, the bearing viscous work and friction heat 
were estimated assuming a lOOoe radial temperature difference across the bearing 
(limits Hertz stress to ~450 K psi). The combined viscous and friction heat for one 
bearing pair was estimated to be 32 kW. Based on this value, the data provided in 
Figure 3.2.4 were generated. The curves in Figures 3.2.2 and 3.2.4 are cut hori-
zontally (dashed lines) at specific values of ~T available across the tester. The 
available liT is approximately 60 0 R (TSAT - T11\l)' Thirty degrees of this value was 
used as a safety factor. At a flow rCite of TOlbs/sec (total), about 12 degrees ~T 
occurs across the bearing. This would allow about 18° for viscous work on the fluid 
exc 1 udi ng that done by the bea ri ng. Th is is the mini mum flow tha t wi 11 meet the 
imposed temperature restrictions. However, since a new tester configuration is being 
tested for the first time. flow rates less than those previously used. 12.6 lbs/sec, 
a re not recommended. Ba sed on a flow of 12.6 1 bs/ sec, an in 1 et tempera tu re of 160° R, 
and a limiting ~T of 18°R across the tester. the cutoff outlet temperature should be 
178°R or -282°F, and the ~T across the bearing should not exceed gOR. 
To ga ina cl earer understandi n9 of the magni tudes of the vi scous and bearing 
frictional heat generation and to minimize the risk to the BMT, it is recommended 
tha+ a low speed (~10.000 RPM) test be performed with no applied load prior to runs 
at tlesign speed. Data from this test could be used to verify heat generation esti-
mates for updating temperature cutoff values. In view of the uncertainties in the 
ana lys is, the cutoff values provi ded shoul d be consi dered prel im; nary for desi gn 
speed and load tests. These ana lyses shoul d be verifi ed and/or updated based on 
additional data from the recommended low speed test. These cutoff values should be 
adequate for the low speed tests. In addition, it is recommended that the outer race 
temperatures be limited to 20QoR. This is about 2CloR below the saturation tempera-
ture at 400 psia. 
3.3 Comparison of Bearing Tester Data with Thermal Model Results 
A comparative analysis was performed between the test data for an LN run and 
temperature data from the thermal model for various operating conditions. 'The outer 
edge of the outer race is divided into several nodes as shown in Figures 3.3.1 thru 
3.3.4. Model temperatures are shown superimposed on the outer race thermocouple 
measurement. The operating conditions for the thermal analysis are noted on each 
figure. 
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Figure 3.3.1 shows the data from thermocouple number Tl004 located on the back 
side of the outer race of beari ng number 1. The dashed 1 i lies i ndi 0 te the predi cted 
thermal model temperatures for the nodes illustrated in the sketch.. As noted in 
Figure 3.3.1. this analysis was conducted for an LN2 coolant flow rate of 6.3 lb/sec 
per bearing set. an inlet coolant temperature of -J05°F and an axial reaction of 500 
pounds. 
These analyses considerEcd an axial load on the carrier of 2.500 lbs caused by 
the pressure differential across the carrier. This loads bearings 2 and 3 to 2,500 
lbs, and unloads bearings 1 and 4 to 500 lbs (nominal preload for all bearings is 
1,000 lbs). 
A comparison of these data does not indicate a significant flow unbalance 
between bearing pairs. There does appear to be measurement problems with T1004; the 
outer race temperature of Bearing 1. This temperature rises only about 4° during the 
test, while the comparable temperature of bearing 4 rises 17°F. Further comparison 
of bearing 1 outer race temperature rise (Tl004) with comparable measurements taken 
during rotational test 03-30-84. which reached a speed of about 15,000 RPM indicates 
that the measurement is suspect. The outer race temperature rise for bearing 1 
during the 03-30-84 test rose 3.3°F which is almost as much as the data shown in 
3.3.1. Since the speed during this run was approximately 30,000 RPM the outer race 
temperature rise should be significantly higher. Assuming Tl004 is a bad measure-
ment, the thermal model results compare reasonably well with the measured data for a 
coolant flow of 6.3 lbs/sec per bearing pair. These results are shown in Figures 
3.3.2 through 3.3.4. Additional tester data is obviously necessary to arrive at firm 
conclusions concerning bearing loads coolant flow effects. 
3.4 Analysis of Bearing Temperatures and Operating Characteristics 
3.4.1 Sensitivity of Node Temperatures as a Function of Flow Rate and Degree of Sub-
cooling 
The LN data base developed as a pa rt of the beari ng thermal model was set up 
with heat g~neration conditions to simulat~ a 500 pound axial reaction on bearing 1 
and a 2500 and 6000 pound axial reaction on bearing 2 for a 57 mm bearing set. 
During the course of this investigation four different flow rates thru the bearing 
set; 3.2. 6.3. 9.6 and 12.8 lbs/sec were considered. For each different mass flow 
rate and loading condition, the thermal model was exercised for two different values 
of subcoo 1 ed temperature; -285°F and -305° F. The fri cti ona 1 heat generated was 
determined based on a friction coefficient of 0.2 and a liT across the bearing as 
predicted by the SHABERTH bearing analysis program. 
The sensitivi ty of several node temperatures was exam; ned to determi ne the 
effect of changi ng mass flow rate, degree of subcoo 1 i ng and 1 oadi ng condi tions. In 
figure 3.4.1 a plot of the temp"'rature of the hottest track node on the inner race 
versus the mass flow rate of the .;oolant for several loading conditions is shown for 
different degrees of subcool ing. 
As can be seen in Figure 3.4.1 for bearing 1, the effect of coolant flow, and 
subcool i ng on race temperature is about the same f0r the range of vari abl es i nves-
tigated. The higher load cases, 2500 and 6000 pounds on bearing 2. shows a stronger 
influence on coolant flow on track temperatures; especially for the case of coolant 
inlet temperatures of -305°F. The bearing 2 data in Figure 3.4.1 show that for the 
lower flows, the race temperature becomes less sensitive to subcooling. It also 
shows that for marginal subcooling. increasing coolant flow is not as effective in 
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controlling race temperature. Consequently, both flow and subcoo1ing need to be 
adequate for proper bearing cooling. 
The dependence of bearing cooling on coolant flow ;s complicated due to the 
dependence of beari ng i nterna 1 c1 ea rances on component temperature. As i nterna 1 
clearances are I'educed due to thermal growth of the inner race, with respect to the 
outer race, the normal forces and stresses at the contact surfaces are increased 
resulting in further increases in frictional heat generation and increased tempera-
tures. Therefore, the bearing is not necessarily a constant heat generator for fixed 
load, speed, and varying coolant flow. Local subcoo1ed boiling is accounted for by 
using two-phase boiling heat transfer correlations. This represents the physical 
system provided the outlet coolant temperature does not equal or exceed the coolant 
saturation temperature. As shown in Figure 3.4.2, for a pressure of 400 psia. the 
saturation temperature of LN is -240°F. For a inlet coolant temperature of -28SoF 
and an axial reaction of 2S0ct and 6000 pounds, the bearing outlet coolant temperature 
approaches the LI'l saturation temperature at low flows. Outlet pressure sl ightly 
less than 400 pSia2could easily result in a condition of bulk vapor generation at the 
bearing outlet. increased flow resistance, and subsequent bearing failure due to 
inadequate cooling. 
Figures 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 illustrate the dependence of frictional heat load, 
bearing outlet temperature, and coolant flow for the fixed conditions of axial load 
and coolant inlet temperatures. The 6000 lb axially loaded case shows an increase in 
frictional heat load as the coolant flow rate is reduced. As the coolant flow is 
decreased, there are two factors causing an increase in bearing outlet coolant 
temperature: increased heat load and flow reduction. If thermal equilibrium cannot 
be attained at a higher temperature compatible with bearing survival then failure 
occurs. The 2S00 1b load case did not experience a heat load increase over the flow 
range investigated for either -28SOF or -30S0F inlet coolant temperature (Fgures 
3.4.4 and 3.4.S respectively). 
Test data from the planned BMT tests are critical to guide and verify the 
analysis effort. This program is providing considerable insight into the thermo-
mechanical interactions of the bearings which will, when verified, provide extremely 
valuable information for improving the design and life of flight hardware. 
3.4.2 Bearing Operating Characteristics as a Function of Speed and Axial Load 
Observed wear tracks of bearing races and rolling elements can be used as a tool 
for estimating the loads experienced by the bearing components by matching the 
measured contact angles and wear tracks with predicted values. Shown in Figures 
3.4.4 through 3.4.7 are contact angles and wear track half widths (semi-major axis of 
contact ellipse) as a function of shaft speed and axial loads. Future work in this 
area should include the correlation of test observations from the BMT with the 
enclosed data generated from the SHABERTH bearing code. 
3.4.3 Bearing Coolant Flow Effects on Bearing Heat Generation, Component 
Temperatures, Operati ng Cl ea.rances, Hertz Stresses, and Contact Angles 
The S7mm angular contact ball bearing (LOX turbopump turbine end bearing) was 
analyzed to investigate the effects of varying the coolant flow rate (LN ) on bearing 
temperatures and operati ng characteri sti cs such as cl ea·rances, cOlltaa angl es and 
contact stresses. These effects were investigated for an LN2 coolant inlet tempera-
ture range of -28soF to -30soF. 
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The bearing thermal model pro/ides a detailed representation of the bearing 
component temperatures and gradients. Due to high frictional heat generated in the 
contact area of the bearing and the low (cryogenic) temperatures of the coolant, 
extremely high thermal gradients are present in the contact areas. Figure 3.4.8 
provides the total heat generated by a bearing pair and the coolant outlet tempera-
ture as a function of the coolant flow rate for the conditions indicated. This 
analysis was performed for an axial reaction on bearing #2 of 2500 lbs. The heat 
generated, as shown in Figure 3.4.8, includes the viscous energy dissipated to the 
fluid and the friction heat generated in the bearing contacts. As indicated, there 
is very little change in slope of the heat generation curve as the coolant flow 
decreases. This implies that the net heat, due to the loading conditions indicated, 
is not large enough to significantly reduce clearances and contact angles as the 
coolant flow decreases. Therefore, thermal runaway should not be a problem for these 
operating parameters. 
Also, as indicated in Figure 3.4.8, the coolant outlet temperature is approach-
ing the coolant saturation temperature. If the coolant leaving the bearing pair 
becomes saturated, net vapor generation occurs and vapor effects on coolant pressure 
losses can become important considerations. 
Frictional heat rate profiles over the contact surfaces are shown in Figures 
3.4.9 and 3.4.10 for the inner and outer races, respectively. The detail of the 
bearing thermal models used for the analysis allows this estimation of the distribu-
tion of frictional heat within the elliptical contacts and the resulting temperature 
distributions over the contact ellipse area. The frictional heat rates obtained from 
the SHABERTH bearing model for the contacts is distributed to the corresponding 
surface nodes in the thermal model to obtain temperature profiles for the bearing 
components. Figure 3.4.11 shows the maximum temperatures estimated in the bearing 
contacts for the conditions shown. As expected, the estimated maximum contact 
temperatures are hi gher than the cool ant s~.turati on temperature, therefore, the 
bearing contacts are operating in· gas rather than liquid. Consequently, the LN, acts 
as a medium for removing the heat generated and little or no lubrication is provided. 
The average beari ng component temperatures (roll i ng element, inner race, and 
outer race) are shown in Figure 3.4.12. This information is necessary input to the 
SHABERTH bearing model and is obtained from a code incorperated inte the SINDA 
thermal analyzer program which averages individual nede temperatures taking inte 
account the volume of each node. At this time, the bearing thermal model is composed 
of over 600 neda1 peints. Figure 3.4.12, which shews the average cemponent tempera-
tures, indicates that the ball has the highest average temperature with the inner and 
outer race following. Considerable vapor will be generated locally due to the 
component temperatures that exceed the LN, saturation temperature. Vapor that is 
generated 1 oca lly wi 11 be condensed and 1 ~ave the tester as 1 i qui d since the bu1 k 
outlet temperature of the coolant remains below the saturation temperature as in-
dicated in Figure 3.4.8. 
The loss of internal or operating clearance as a functien of coolant flow is 
shown in Figure 3.4.13 along with the increase in contact stresses as the flow is 
reduced. As shown, the reduction in clearance becomes more pronounced at flow rates 
below about B 1b/sec per bearing pair. Figure 3.4.14 illustrates the trend in 
contact angles as the coolant flow is decreased. As indicated, the change in contact 
angle as a function of the cool ani flow rate is very small for an axial reaction of 
2500 pounds. 
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A similar analysis was conducted for an axial reaction of 6000 pounds on bearing 
#2. the results of this analysis ar'e found on Figures 3.4.15 through 3.4.19. Figure 
3.4.15 provi des the tota 1 heat generated by a bearing pa i r and the cool ant out1 et 
temperature as a function of coolant flow for the conditions noted. The heat gen-
erated includes the viscous energy dissipated to the fluid and the friction heat 
generated in the bearing contacts. Test data from the BMT have been used as an aid 
in estimating the viscous energy dissipated in the LN, coolant. Additional data are 
necessary to improve the confi dence in these estimat"es, especially for LOX cool ed 
bearings. As shown, there is a change in slope of the heat generation curve as the 
coolant flow decreases below about 8 1bs/sec per bearing pair. This is the result of 
the "amplification" of loads due to reduction in clearances and contact angles as the 
coolant flow is decreased. It is also significant to note that the coolant outlet 
temperature is approaching the coolant saturation temperature. In the event the 
coolant outlet becomes saturated, net vapor generation occurs and vapor effects on 
bearing coolant pressure losses can become significant. 
As was previously done, frictional heat rate distributions from the SHABERTH 
bearing model were input into the SINDA thermal model to provide temperature 
distributions. Frictional heat rate profiles over the contact surfaces are shown in 
Figure 3.4.16 and 3.4.17 for the inner and outer races. These heat rates are 
distributed to the proper elements in the thermal model to obtain temperature 
profiles for the bearing components. Shown in Figure 3.4.18 are the maximum 
temperatures estimated in the bearing contacts for the conditions noted. As indicat-
ed, the estimated contact temperatures are relatively high compared to the cryogenic 
coolant temperature. Since the saturation temperature of LN is -240°F at 400 psia, 
the bearing contacts are operating in gas rather than 1iqui6, and liquid film sepa-
ration of the contacts does not exist as in conventionally lubricated bearings. 
Consequently, the LN is expected to provide very little if a"y contribution to 
bearing lubrication a~d serves only as a medium for removing the heat generated, as 
previously discussed. This emphasizes the importance of the dry film transfer 
lubrication technique employed in this bearing. Loss of lubricant can cause in-
creased friction in the contacts increasing not only wear but heat generation which, 
due to increased temperature, can cause loss of operati ng c1 earances and ultimately 
bearing failure. 
As discussed, the SINDA bearing thermal model is a finite element representation 
of the beari ng components and provi des a two dimens i ana 1 representation of the 
temperature profile in the bearing. The SHABERTH model, however, requires the 
average temperature of each rolling element component (inner race, ball and outer 
race) to be supplied as input. To meet this need, a temperature averaging capability 
for each element of the bearing has been developed in the thermal model. These 
average component temperatures are shown in Figure 3.4.19. The ball has the highest 
average temperature with the inner and outer race following. The ball and inner race 
average temperatures exceed the LN2 saturation temperature for the conditions noted 
and, consequently, considerable viJPor will be generated locally. Since the bulk 
outlet temperature of the coolant remains below the saturation temperature, this 
vapor will be condensed and leave the tester as liquid. It is also important to note 
that the inner race and ball temperature exceed the outer race temperature. Thi s 
causes a loss in bearing operating clearances due to the thermal growth of the ball 
and inner race relative to the outer race. 
The loss of internal or operating clearance as a function of coolant flow is 
shown in Figure 3.4.20 along with the increase in contact stresses as the coolant 
flow is reduced. As indicated, the reduction in clearance becomes more pronounced at 
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flow rates below about 8 lbs/sec per bearing pair. Figure 3.4.21 shows the reduction 
in contact angles as the coolant flow is decreased. This is the principal contribu-
tion to the increase in contact stresses. These analyses indicate that bearing 
failure can occur if conditions are present that al10w thermal growth to reduce the 
operating clearances such that additional heat is generated, thus further reducing 
the clearances. 
3.4.4 Bearing Viscous and Frictional Heat Generated as a Function of Speed and 
Radial Load 
Parametric analyses were done to determine the relationship between the heat 
generated, in a bearing pair, and shaft speed and radial load. The SSME LOX pump 
turbine end bearing pair was modeled on the SHABERTH computer code. Heat is generat-
ed during bearing operation by two mechanisms; viscous energy dissipation into the 
cool ant, and fri cti on generated in the beari ng contacts. The SHABERTH code is not 
used to estimate the vi scous energy. Although SHABERTH provi des a capabil ity to 
e'ltimate the viscous energy dissipated due to bal1 drag, this is not a complete 
description of the energy dissipated to the fluid. For example, fluid frictional 
energy is dissipated, due to the relative velocity of the fluid and shaft, as the 
coolant flows from the first to the second bearing. In addition, the rol1ing ele-
ments not only orbit the shaft but spin relative to their own axis. This spin motion 
produces a surfa.ce velocity relative to the fluid velocity contributing to the 
dissipation of viscous energy. 
Figure 3.4.22 is a representation of the viscous energy dissipated as a function 
of shaft speed for a pair of bearings. Shown in Figure 3.4.23 is the friction heat 
generated in the bearing contacts as a function of radial reaction and shaft speed. 
Figures 3.4.24 and 3.4.25 show the frictional heat generated at the inner and outer 
races as a function of shaft speed and radial load. Figure 3.4.26 is a cross plot of 
the data shown in Figure 3.4.23. It is evident that the heat generated is nonlinear 
with shaft speed. Since the LOX turbopump coolant flow increase, with shaft speed, 
is essential1y linear, an increase from rated power level (RPL) reduces bearing 
cooling margin as power level increases. 
Similar parametric analyses were performed to determine the relationship between 
the fri·ction heat generated in a bearing pair and shaft speed and axial load. Figure 
3.4.27 is a representation of the friction heat generated in the bearing contacts as 
a function of axial reaction and shaft speed. Figures 3.4.28 and 3.4.29 illustrate 
the friction at the inner and outer races as a function of the shaft speed and axial 
load for the conditions noted. Figure 3.4.30 is a cross plot of the data shown in 
Figure 3.4.27. It is apparent that the heat generated is nonlinear with shaft speed. 
The fri ction heat generation data presented assumes no thermal gradi ents across the 
bearing and, therefore, should be considered as trends only. A combined ther-
mal/mechanical analysis will be required to accurately estimate the friction heat 
generated especially at the higher loading conditions. 
3.4.5 Investigation of Bearing Temperature Gradients on Operational Characteristics 
A single 57 mm bal1 bearing was modeled on the SHABERTH computer program. 
Several temperature gradients were imposed and their effects on contact angle, normal 
forces, contact stresses, operating cl ea rances, and heat generati on were determi ned. 
The results, shown in Figures 3.4.31 through 3.4.34 are for a bearing with .0036 inch 
radial play at a contact angle of 20 0 • 
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Figure 3.4.31 shows the variation of inner and outer race contact angles and 
stresses as a function of bearing temperature difference. The positive temperature 
gradient is from the shaft to the bearing housing. The shaft and inner race are 
assumed to be at the high tempel"ature and the ball temperature is assumed to be the 
average of the inner and outer race. As shown, the operating contact angles exhibit 
a significant decrease at the higher temperature differences with a corresponding in-
crease in contact stresses. Figure 3.4.32 shows the effect of the temperature 
differences on the bearing operating clearances. As the clearances go from positive 
to negative, an internal preload is introduced which in effect increases the bearing 
preload. As shown, this occurs for a rather small temperature difference. It should 
be pointed out, however, that these analyses were made using the worst case stack up 
of tolerances to minimize the bearing clearances. 
Shown in Figure 3.4.33 are the normal forces per ball for the inner and outer 
races as they are influenced by the bearing temperature differences.
o 
The forces 
appear to be approximately 1 inear up to a temperature difference of 150 C and become 
a power function or exponential function as the LIT increases. Shown in Figure 3.4.34 
is thi s 'r,ffect on the increase in heat generated at the contact surfaces. After 
about 200 C LIT, there is a sharp rise in heat generated as the LIT across the bearing 
is increased. The increase in heat generated will increase the bearing LIT and, in 
turn, the LIT effects will increase the heat generated. This can result in an unsta-
ble condition causing pre~ature bearing failure. 
This analysis was repeated for a bearing having zero radial play at a contact 
angle of 20°, which is representative of the test bearing. These results are shown 
in Figures 3.4.35 through 3.4.38. In comparing Figure 3.4.35 with Figure 3.4.31, it 
is evident that eliminating the radial play reduces the contact angle and increases 
the contact stresses, as should be expected. Comparison of the operating clearances 
(Figure 3.4.36) indicates a slight reduction in clearance for the case of no radial 
play. This results in an increase in frictional heat generated at the contact 
surfaces as can be seen by comparing Figure 3.4.38 with Figure 3.4.34. 
Elimination of the radial play slightly increased the sensitivity of operating 
conditions to bearing temperature differences. The previously discussed charts are 
labeled "minimum clearances". However, there may be othe.r combinations of clearances 
that produce sl ightly tighter operatina:, clearances. The lower range of operating 
temperature for these analyses was -180 C or 168 R, which is representative of the 
LH2 test environment. The higher temperature of the LOX (1930 R) will have a slight 
effect on the clearance values. 
3.5 Pretest Predictions of Thermal Conditions for the BMT 
Estimates have been made for coolant and bearing temperatures expected during 
the first rotational test of the BMT (Build #1). The speed-flow profile for the 
first test is shown in Figure 3.5.1. The various conditions analyzed are shown in 
Figure 3.5.2. A total of 114 SHABERTH and SINDA computer runs were necessary to 
evaluate the conditions shown. 
The rate of energy dissipation due to viscous mlxlng was estimated for each 
value of shaft speed. Bearing friction heat was estimated for each load and shaft 
speed. This information is shown in Figure 3.5.3. These data were used in the 
bearing thermal model to estimate the thermal conditions of the coolant and bearing 
temperatures at the measurement locations in the BMT. 
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Temperatures for a coolant inlet temperature of -300°F and axial reaction of 
2,500 lbs are shown in Figure 3.5.4. A shaft speed of 25,000 RPM obviously produces 
the highest temperatures. The bearing outlet coolant temperature for this condition 
is -282°F. If a 30°F margin is added, the allowable saturated outlet temperature is 
-252°F and the corresponding saturation pressure is 290 psia. Therefore, the pres-
sure at the bearing exit should be greater than 290 psia to meet the stated outlet 
temperature criteria. This will allow a pressure loss of 110 psi from tester inlet 
to bearing outlet assuming an inlet pressure of 400 psia. This conditilJn is shown in 
Figure 3.5.5. As indicated, conditions at the lower speeds are less severe and the 
allowable pressure loss though the tester increases as speed decreases. Similar data 
for an axial reaction of 4,000 1bs are shown in Figure 3.5.6. As indicated in Figure 
3.5.5, the 4,000 1bs load and 25.000 RPM case allows a pressure (inlet-to-bearing 
exit) of about 100 pSi. 
Two load conditions were evaluated for an inlet coolant temperature of -280°F. 
Results of the 2,500 lb case are shown in Figure 3.5.7 and Figure 3.5.8 provides 
similar results for a 4,000 lb axial reaction. As shown at 25,000 RPM, the coolant 
temperature at the bearing outlet is -262°F. Adding 30° of subcoo1ing gives an 
allowable outlet of -232°F. Since the critical temperature of LN is -232.8 at 493 
psia, the above allowable outlet temperature exceeds the critical ~emperature. This 
requires the inlet and outlet coolant pressure conditions to be super critical. 
Since this is undesirable, an inlet temperature of at least -300°F should be provid-
ed. The inlet pressure requirement is a function of pressure loss from tester inlet 
to bearing exit. A preliminary estimate of the pressure loss from inlet to the 
bearing exit is on the order of 100 psi. Since pressure loss estimates for the BMT 
coolant contain unknown error margins, the bearing inlet pressure should be as high 
as practical and the pressure losses during the low speed runs should be evaluated to 
determine the possibility of exceeding the exit temperature criteria at the higher 
speed. 
The outer race and ball track temperatures for bearing No.2 are shown in Figure 
3.5.9 for loading and coolant inlet conditions indicated. This information was 
generated from the SHABERTH bearing code and the SINDA thermal model. As indicated, 
these temperatures are not expected to be severe for the load and speed conditions of 
the test. Shown in Figure 3.5.10 are the estimated average temperatures for the 
ball, inner race and outer race. 
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4.0 BEARING THERr~AL MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The development, refinement, modification and pre1 iminary verification of a 
thermal model using geometrical configurations of the 57 mm LOX Bearing and Materials 
Tester has been accomp1 ished during the contract period of July 1982 to April 1984. 
The primary analytical tools used in this development wey'e: 1) SINDA - a numerical 
differencing computer code used primarily for thermal systems, 2) SHABERTH - a 
state-of-the-art bearing analysis program. 
4.1 Bearing and ~Iaterials Tester Data Base 
A data base composed of a fi nite element representati on of a pair of 57 mm 
back-to-back duplex mounted ball bearings as well as the shaft, carrier, housing, and 
coolant has been established using the dimensions of the Bearing and Materials Tester 
(See Figure 4.1.1). In lieu of modeling the entire bearing, a pie-shaped slice as 
shown in 4.1.2, encompassing 1 of the 13 rolling elements 'in the bearing, was used as 
a boundary for the thermal model. 
Figure 4.1.3 illustrates the detail involved in the node analysis of the races 
and rolling element. This level of detail is necessary, especially in the track 
area, due to the large thermal gradients, present as shown in Figure 4.1.4 for the 
rolling elemEnt. This data indicates a rather large temperature gradient of 2300°F/-
inch in the rolling element. 
A data base has been establ ished for both LOX and LN coolant flow through the 
Bearing and Matet'ials Tester (See Appendix A). This data 6ase includes all node and 
conductor data along with temperature varying thermal property data and film coeffi-
cient data. The data base has been desiqned to facilitate modification due to 
chang; ng operati ng parameters such as fl Ol~ rates, axi all oad, and degree of subcoo l-
ing or inlet coolant temperature. The bearing thermal model is composed of 630 
diffusion nodes, 9 arithmetic nodes and 3 boundary nodes for a total of 642 nodes, as 
well as 1387 linear conductors. 
SINDA, a software system which possesses the capabil ities that make it well 
suited for solving lumped parameter representations of physical problems governed by 
diffusion-type equations, is used in conjunction with the data base. The system is 
designed as a general thermal analyzer accepting resistor-capacitor network represen-
tations of thermal systems. 
4.2 Bearing Thermal Model Temperatures 
The bearing thermal model, when executed, achieves a system heat balance for 
steady state conditions and when the model meets convergence criteria concerning the 
allowable temperature change between iterations, the final node temperatures are 
printed as shown in a representative case in Appendix B. Representative bearing 
component temperature distributions are shown in Figures 4.2.1 through 4.2.8 for 
conditions of loading, and coolant flow rate and temperature as noted. As shown, the 
gradients in the track area are Significant for the higher loading conditions. Track 
surface temperatures, for the larger loads, are of concern due to the possibility of 
high temperature breakdown of the solid film lubricant. Since the track temperatures 
are critical to lubricant performance and in- orde.r to develop (I. lJE!tter understanding 
of the effects of a distributed heat load in the contact area of the bearing, modifi-
cati ons were implemented into SHABERTH in order to determi fie a node-by-node hea t 
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FIGURE 4.1.2 CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF SHAFT. BEARING. 
\ 
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FIGURE 4.1.3 DETAILED NODAL REPRESENTATION OF 57mm BEARING 
". 
.,. 
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FIGURE 4.1.4. TEMPERATURE -VS- DEPTH BELOW SURFACE OF ROLLING ELEI1ENT 
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generation value as a function of loading for input into the bearing thermal model. 
The modifications to SHABERTH are further' discussed in Section 4.5. 
Experimental rotational data from the BtH (Bearing and Materia'is Tester) is 
essential in order to verify the accuracy of the bearing model which has been devel-
oped. 
4.3 Thermodynamics of the Bearing System 
4.3.1 Energy and Flow Balance Estimates 
Energy and flow balance analyses were conducted to investigate the differences 
in energy flow into and out of the tester duri ng the LN tests and LOX tests. In 
addition, inlet and outlet pressure measurements were ~aluated in· an attempt to 
compare tester flows during the LN? and LOX tests. Four test ~onditions were evalu-
ated: (1) LOX flow, (2) LOX rotat1ona1, (3) LN flow, and (4) LN rotational. The 
flow tests were evaluated to judge the val idity20f pressure and tefuperature readings 
and to estimate the heat gain of the tester flow from the atmosphere. Figures 5.3.1, 
5.3.2, 5.3.3, and 5.3.4 provide a summary of the four test conditions. These figures 
show the test values and schematically locate the instrumentation of interest. Test 
identification information is shown in the upper right corner of each figure. 
The flow test data (tester not rotating) are shown in Figures 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. 
As indicated in the lower left corner of Figure 5.3.1, temperature measurements T,OOl 
through T are resistance bulb (RB) thermometers dnd the other temperature ml'!a-surements1RP~ thermocouples. There appears to be a problem with the RB's during the 
LOX test since they show a decrease in temperature Jlcross the tester in the flow 
direction (see Figure 5.3.1). They also read about 6 F lower than the thermocouples 
in comparable locations. The RB's are in fair agreement with the thermocouples 
during the LN flow tests (Figure 5.3.2). Since the RB's appeared to be in error 
during the LO~ tests, the thermocouple measurements at the entrance and exit mani-
folds were used to estimate the heat flow. 
Pressure measurement Pis i nconsi stent with the upstream and downstream pres-
sure measurements for both 9..ox test conditions. T,002 is not provided for the LOX 
tests and Til is a bad measurement. As stated above, the LOX flow test data were 
eva 1 uated to determi ne the ambi ent heat flow into the tester. As shown in Fi gure 
5.3.1, there is very little temperature gain as the flow moves from the inlet to the 
exit manifold. Using the stated LOX flow rate of 9.1 1bs/sec. and the inlet ahd 
out1 et temperature difference, an ambi ent heat input of about .5 Btu/sec was ca 1-
cu1at~d from the LOX flow test data. 
The BMT thermal system was defined as follows: 
w 
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where: 
subscripts: 
m 
T 
~ Q 
w 
h 
i 
o 
mass flow rate 
temperature 
pressure 
heat rate 
power 
fl ui d enthalpy 
inlet conditions 
outlet conditions 
An energy balance on the system defined above is as follows: 
where: dE at 
o _ 0 • dE 
w ... Q = m{ho - hi) + dt 
is the time rate of change of internal energy assumed to be zero, thus 
implying steady state conditions. 
The power term (\oJ) is determined from the torque and speed measurements and, as 
stated previously, the ambient heat flow term was evaluated from the flow test data 
and assumed to be the same for the rotating tests. Shown on Figure 4.3.5 are the 
terms of the above heat balance for the four test conditi ons. As shown in the fi 0-
ure, there is an excess of energy not accounted for in the steady state enet'gy 
balance. The LOX test gives about 21 kw and the LN2 test about 9.4 kw excess energy 
input into the system. This is a maximum error or 12% and 5% for the LOX and LN2 
heat balances. 
Although this is fairly good agreement, there are several possible explanations 
for the energy imbalance. The calculation of power input to the tester is question-
able because the torque is measured at the gear box input. This requires the gear 
box torque to be determined at no load conditions and subtracted from the test value. 
Si nce the loaded gear box torque is very 1 i kely greater, and the gear box torque can 
be affected by gear box temperature, etc., this method of determining the BMT torque 
has several uncertainties. A torque measurement at the gear box outlet is needed to 
eliminate these questions. 
Other sources of potential error are the temperature and flow measurements, and 
the storage of energy in the tester hardware. Since the tester housing temperature 
do.es increase during the rotation tests, some energy is being stored. An accurate 
estimate of the amount is difficult due to the complicated geometry of the tester. 
Assuming for the moment that the energy storage term is small and the power input is 
correct, it is i nteresti ng to note that the energy input to the coolant flow (mllh) is 
about 11% greater during the LN? runs as compared to the LOX tests. Because of the 
higher LOX density it would be ~xpected that the viscous work done on the LOX would 
be considerably greater than done on the LN2. This could suggest higher bearing friction in the LN2• 
Based on the preceding evaluation, the following conclusions can be stated: 
1) An overall system energy ba 1 ance is a val uab 1 e tool for eva 1 uati ng the 
validity of the temperature, pressure, torque, speed, and flow data. 
2) To improve the capabil ity of this technique several changes should be made 
in the tester instrumentation as suggested below: 
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a) Provide a torque measurement at the drive end of the BMT. 
b) Add additional temperature and pressure measurements at the entrance 
and exit manifolds of the tester to assure more than one measurement 
at these critical locations. The temperature measurements should be 
that of the fluid and not the metal. 
3) It is highly desirable to determine the flow rate to each pair of bearings 
as we 11 as the total flow through the tester. Si nce flow is such a crit-
ical parameter, redundant measurements need to be considered. 
4.3.2 Correlation of Tester Internal Power Dissipation with Bearing Temperature 
Differences 
To determine the sources and magnitudes of heat generated in the BMT, each 
component was evaluated and an estimate of the amount of energy dissipated was made. 
The total amount dissipated was then compared to the total energy transferred to the 
LOX cool ant f1 owi ng through the beari ngs. As wi 11 be shown, the total energy es-
timated from the component analysis is less than the energy transferred to the LOX 
coolant. The LOX coolant and component energy can bE! balanced, however, by assuming 
a temperature gradient across the bearing. The temperature gradient causes increased 
internal loading and heat generation. 
The power estimates for each component in the BMT are shown in Figure 4.3.6. 
This information was calculated using semiempirica1 relationships provided in Refer-
ence 2 and vi scous ball dra.g obtained from the beari ng computer program. Several 
assumptions were necessary to complete the power estimates. The most significant are 
as follows: 
1) The fluid has no rotational speed prior to entering bearings 1 and 4. 
2) Front faces (face to shaft shoulder) of beal"ings 2 and 3 are rotating in 
stagnant f1 uid. 
3) Fluid is rotating at cage speed between bearings 1 and 2 and between bear-
ings 3 and 4. 
4) The power dissipated by the shaft section between bearings 2 and 3 was 
determined by averaging the power estimates based on inlet fluid properties 
and exit fluid properties. 
5) The power estimated for disks and cy1 inders can be superimposed to obtain 
the combined slinger-shaft ·power .. 
As shown in Figure 4.3.6, only the bearing frictional power for the loaded 
bearings (2 and 3) was varied as a function of bearing temperature differences. 
Energy values for other cQmponents downstream of bearings 2 and 3 wou1 dva ry as 
additional heat is added to the coolant. This effect was considered secondary in 
view Qf the other uncertainties i·n the analysis. The other side of the energy 
balance is the energy absorbed by the bearing coolant flow. This was estimated, and 
the summary results are provided in Figure 4.3.5. As shown, 182.1 kW of energy was 
estimated to be absorbed by the bearing coolant flow. Since this is in excess of the 
165.7 kW estimated to be generated, it is suggested that a temperature gradi ent 
across the bearings could explain the discrepancy. Figure 4.3.7 illustrates, in 
graphical form, the information provided in Figure 4.3.6. Also shown in Figure 4.3.7 
is the temperature gradi'ent across the beari n!:Js (2 and 3) necessary to achi eve an 
overall energy balance. 
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In summary, the results of the analysis strongly indicate that the inner races 
of bearings 2 and 3 are considerably higher in temperature than the outer races. 
This condition can become unstable causing excessive internal loads and temperatures 
resulting in rapid deterioration and failure of the bearing. In addition, careful 
consideration must be taken to ensure the unloaded bearings (1 and 4) do not become 
unloaded to the extent that significant slip or skidding can occur between the balls 
and inner races. 
4.3.3 Estimation of Heat Loads for the BMT Thermal Model 
Heat is generated in the B~1T from mechanical friction and viscous work done on 
the coolant. To realistically estimate bearing component temperature, this energy 
must be evaluated and applied correctly in the BMT thermal model. An estimate of the 
total energy generated can be obtained from an overall energy balance on previous 
test data. This was done in Section 4.3.2and is shown in Figure 4.3.5. Once the 
total ene C'9Y is determined, the problem remaining is to correctly evaluate the 
distribution of viscous and frictional energy. The bearing contact surface tempera-
tures are obviously much more sensitive to frictionill energy changes than changes in 
viscous energy. 
The distribution of energy for tile BMT thermal model, with LN2 coolant, was 
evaluated as follows: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Estimate total energy generated from a he?,t balance on the coolant (see 
Figure 4.3.5 of Section 4.3.2). 
Calculate the viscous energy generated by each component in the tester (see 
Figure 4.3.6 of Section 4.3.2). 
Using measured torque values, estimate appropriate friction coefficients, 
and calculate friction energy distribution (i .e. inner race, outer race). 
Adjust viscous energy distribution such that the total input matches the 
overall heat balance determined from test data. 
Steps 1 and 2 had already been done and the results provided in Section 4.3.2. 
Battelle (Reference 34) measured the bearing torque as a function of axial load 
and surface conditions. Figure 4.3.8 is a reproduction of their data. Also shown, 
for comparison, is the bearing torque predicted by SHABERTH I. The predicted torque 
curve was generated using a friction coefficient of 0.2. The predicted curve is rea-
sonably close to the PTFE burnished condition. The referenced value of friction 
coefficient for this surface condition is .08. The reason for this difference is not 
evident, however, since power and heat rate are equivalent, a coefficient of friction 
of 0.2 in the SHABERTH program provides a value ,easonably close to the measurement. 
A further verification of the analysis is shown in Figure 4.3.9. This is data taken 
from the same reference, compared with results from the SHABERTH I bearing analysis 
computer code. Although the calculated and measured axial deflections diverge with 
increased load, the contact angles agree fairly well. Consequently a friction 
coefficient of 0.2 was used in SHABERTH to obtain frictional heat generation values 
for the therrna 1 model. 
To complete the frictional heat evaluation the bearing load as well as the fric-
tion coefficient must be known. There is uncertainty in the axial load seen by the 
bearings due to the unknown pressure loss across the carriers. According to the 
measured liP the axial load on the bearing should be about 2500 pOl:nds. Although this 
va 1 ue is suspect because of fl u i d vortices, it ; s probably the mrst representati ve at 
this time. 
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Therefore this axial load in combination with a frictiull value of 0.2 was used 
to estimate the fdctional heat generated_ The amount of friction energy \~as sub-
tracted from the total measured energy, and the remainder was assumed to be viscous. 
The viscous energy was distributed in the proper proportions as indicated by the 
viscous work analysis done in Section 4.3.2. It was assum~d that no lubrication was 
provided by the LN2 coolant. This assumption will be reevaluated for the analyses of 
the LOX coolant. 
Another important parameter, with a high degree of uncertainty, is the two phase 
heat transfer coefficient. There is no experimental data on this parameter that 
corresponds to the operating conditions of the bearing. Therefore, extrapolations 
have been made to estimate these parameters for the thermal model. The uncertainty in 
these extrapolations are unknown. 
The above points out two critical areas of cryogenic bearing analysis requiring 
experimental work: 1) Evaluation of the friction coefficient for high speed bear-
ings using film transfer lubrication in cryogenics, and 2) Evaluation of t~IO phase 
heat transfer coefficients for high speed bearings in cryogenics. 
4.3.4 Iterative Determination of Distributed Frictional Heat Generation in Bearing 
Contacts 
The bearing thermal model has the capabil ity of allowing the frictional heat 
generated in the rolling element/race contact to be distributed along the major axis 
of the contact ell ipse. The SHABERTH bearing analysis code provides the frictional 
heat generated in the bearing contacts. The calculation technique used by the code 
solves for the friction force and slip velocity at finite increments in the contact 
ell ipse. The sum of the product of these parameters is the friction heat generated 
in the contact. By modification of the SHABERTH code, the heat generation rate 
distribution along the major axis of the contact ellipse can be obtained. Examples 
of these distributions are shown in Figures 4.3.10 and 4.3.11 for the inner and outer 
races respectively. It is of interest to observe that the maximum normal force does 
not coincide with the location of maximum heat generation. The most heavily stressed 
area of the contact is therefore not at the highest contact temperature. This is a 
fortunate condition for those cases where material properties become marginal due to 
high temperatures. 
An iteration procedure has been developed to determine the temperature grad-jent 
across the BMT bearing utilizing the "SHABERTH" bearing program and the Bear-ing 
Therma 1 ~lode 1 with "S INDA" used for ana lyzi ng the thermal system represented in 
electrical analog or lumped parameters form. A specific axial reaction is selected 
for analysis and put into the "SHABERTH" data base which is set up with configuration 
data for a 57 mm bearing. A first estimate temperature gradient across the bearing 
is assumed and added to the data base along with appropriate temperature varying 
thermal property data for the shaft, inner race. roll ing element. outer race and 
housing. A friction coefficient of 0.2 was used. The "SHABERTH" model is then 
exercised with this data base and the resultant information contains the frictional 
heat generated at the track areas of the races and roll ing element for a specific 
axial reaction. This heat, generated from mechanical friction. is input into the 
Bearing Thermal Model data base along wHh heat generated from viscous work done on 
the coolant. 
The thermal model is then exercised for a specific data base with the resulting 
output bei ng steady state temperatures for each node. The average temperature for 
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each bearing component (i.e., shaft, inner race, rolling element, outer race, and 
housing is then calculated as shown 
i=N 
:E T.V. 
i = 1 1 1 
T. = Temp. of Node 
V~ = Volume of Node 
N1 = Total Number of Nodes 
VT = Total Volume of N Nodes 
The Bearing Thermal Model has been coded to calculate the average temperatures 
of the beari ng components and to determi ne the thermal property data needed from 
derived curve fit equations. 
The average temperature values for the bearing components are then placed back 
into the "SHABERTH" data base and replace the original assumed values. Appropriate 
temperature varying thermal property data is also replaced in the data base. The 
"SHABERTH" program is then executed again to determine new distributed frictional 
heat generation data. This data is compared with the previously obtained values to 
determine whether another iteration is required. It is important to obtain not only 
the correct liT across the bearing, but also the correct bearing component tempera-
tures. The liT across the bearing changes the bearing internal clearance. Reduced 
clearance results in a larger l0ad on the bearing which in turn increases the fric-
tiona 1 heat generated. The i ndi, .. i dua 1 component temperatures are used to determi ne 
such thermal property data as the coefficient of thermal expansion and the modulus of 
elasticity, the values of which, also affect the bearing internal clearances. 
The iteration procedure outl ined above was performed for an axial iieaction of 
2500 pounds. The operating parameters; inlet coolant temperature of -176 C and mass 
flow rate of 3.2 LB/SEC per bearing set, were se,'!cted for a "worst case" situation. 
The results of this iteration are shown in Figure 4.3.12. The preliminary frictional 
heat generation data was obtained from a "SHABERTH" run with an initial assumed liT 
across the bearing of 200oC. This temperature gradient was then resubmitted into the 
"SHABERTH" bearing data base along with a friction coefficient of 0.2. The first 
iteration frictional heat generation data is significantly smaller than the prelimi-
nary data. Therefo1)e, the Beari ng Thermal Model does not support the ori gi na 1 
assumption of a 200 C liT across the bearing. A second iteration shows the heat 
generation data h?,lding relatively constant which su~orts a prel iminaryo lIT across 
the bearing of 25 C and average temperatures of -137 C, -122oC and -162 C for the 
inner race, rolling element, and outer race respectively. This indicates a stable 
set of thermal conditions, i.e., the heat generated and bearing temperatures do not 
increase without limit. 
4.4 Heat Transfer Coefficients for Bearing Thermal Model 
4.4.1 Two-Phase Heat Transfer in Cryogenic Systems 
In any attempt to predict failure using the bearing thermal model, the effects 
of surface boiling on the coolant performance must be considered. Preliminary SINDA 
runs showed, as expected, several 'hot spots' near the ball-race contact areas where 
frictional heat generation is high. Local boiling can occur here (even though the 
bulk of the fluid is subcooled) causing an abrupt reduction in the surface he.at 
transfer coefficient and potential increases over the maximum heat flux temperature 
difference. Therefore, a boil i 09 curve (heat transfer coeffi ci ent versus surface 
temperature) must be established. 
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Test data or publ ished correlations for heat transfer coefficients for sub-
cooled. high pressure. high flow. boiling cryogenic systems have not been found in 
the literature (See Reference 16·-18. 20-33. and 38-40). There appears to be no test 
data that matches the thermal and flow conditions in the bearing tester. Therefore. 
available information must be extrapolated to the bearing tester conditions and later 
verified by data from the tester. 
The following describes the rationale for extrapolating existing data/correla-
tion to represent the thermal and flow conditions in the bearing tester. Although 
similar techniques will be used for liquid oxygen, the results of the following 
development are fay' LN2. 
The forced convection subcooled boiling process can be separated into four 
phases: 
1) Forced convection to single liquid phase. 
2) A combination of forced convection and nucleate boiling until a maximum 
heat flux is reached. This maximum heat flux is commonly referred to as 
the "burnout" heat flux. 
3) Partial film boiling. 
4) Stable film boiling. 
The forced convection phase occurs without vapor generation and this phase of the 
heat transfer process is fairly well represented with published correlations and test 
data. 
Nucleate boiling is characterized by a very high heat transfer rate for small 
temperature differences. There are two subregimes in nucleate boiling: local 
boiling and bulk boiling. Local boiling is nucleate boiling in a subcooled liquid 
which is characteristic of the conditions in the bearing tester. Bulk boiling is 
nucleate boiling in a saturated liquid which will not occur in the tester unless the 
outlet fluid temperature reaches the saturated value. As will be discussed later. 
the effects of local nucl eate boil i ng are si gnifi cantly i nfl uenced by flow vel oci ty 
and subcooling. When the population of bubbles becomes too high the bubbles leaving 
the surface restrict the flow of liquid to the surface and insulate it thus causing a 
rapid rise in surface temperature. This is defined as the "burnout" heat flux. It 
is important to define this point because in general the heat transfer mechanism 
changes from nucleate boiling to stable film boiling with a significant increase in 
surface temperature. Stable operation in the partial film boiling regime generally 
does not occur. Generally when the peak flux or "burnout" point has been passed the 
system moves to the stable film boiling regime. 
In order to account for these various heat transfer mechanisms in the bearing 
thermal model. criteria was establ ished for the changing modes of heat transfer as 
functions of the surface temperature of the specific nodal network. For example. as 
the inner race or ball surface node temperature increase from the subcooled 1 iquid 
temperature to temperatures considerably in excess of the fluid saturation 
temperature. all the above modes of heat transfer will have been encountered. 
Consequently. the node surface temperature range for each mode of heat transfer must 
be established and the appropriate heat transfer correlation determined. 
FORCED CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER 
As long as the surface temperature is below the 1 oca 1 fl u id saturation tempera-
ture. forced convection is the heat transfer mechanism. The appropriate heat trans-
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fer correlation for tilese conditions is the Dittus - Boelter equation for the inner 
and outer race surfaces and olher surfaces in the flow stream with the exception of 
the ball. The heat transfer correlation for tile ball was taken from Reference 40 
which correlates a wide range of heat It'ansfer data for spheres. 
The Dittus - Boelter equation is as follows:* 
1) hc De = 023 N .8 N .4 
-k- . re pr 
And Katsnellson's equation for spheres (Ref 40) is: 
2) hcD = 2 + 0.03 N 0.33 N 0.54 + 0 35N 0.356N 0.58 
--k-- pr re . pr re 
FORCED CONVECTION NUCLEATE BOILING 
In this heat transfer regime, both forced convection and subcooled boiling occur 
simultaneously and no generalized correlations, for subcooled cryogenics, have been 
found. The first ste9 in developing an approach for extrapolation of available 
information to these c(',:ditions is to select a pool boiling correlation that matches 
test data for high pressure LN? There are several pool boiling correlations avail-
able to select from. Exampl~s are: Rohsenow, Forster - Zuber, Borishanskiy -
Mi nchenko, Kutate 1 adze and others. Reference 38 compares these corre 1 ati ons wi th 
nucleate boiling test data for several cryogens including LN? Figure 4.4.1 shows a 
sample of those comparisons. As shown, there is a considerable pressure effect on 
the boiling heat flux at a given value of bT. Also shown is the superior correlation 
with test data of the Russian equation compared to Rohsenhow's expression. Based on 
these results, the Borishanskiy - Minchenko correlation was selected as the best 
representation of pool boiling LN2 data. This equation can be expressed as follows: 
3) T _ T = f(P) q 0.3 
w s b 
The next step in defining the heat transfer regimes is to determine the node 
surface temperature at the peak heat flux or "burnout" point. An expression, devel-
oped by Kutateladze, was selected based on the comparison with pool boiling burnout 
flux for Ul2 provided in Reference 38. This I:xpression is as follows: 
4) qbm = 0.16 f{P} 
Since the bearing tester oper'ates in subcooled liquid, the effects of subcooling 
on heat fl ux shoul d be accounted for. Reference 39 provi des the fo 11 ovli ng express i on 
for correcting saturated pool boiling heat flux for subcooling. 
5) qsb = 1 + 0 [T s - T L 1 
qb 
The above boiling data correlations are for static boiling systems, wherein the 
flow velocity is small or non existent. The procedure for extrapolating these corre-
lations to a high flow subcooled boiling cryogenic system is as follows. 
* Refer to nomenclature on page ~ for definition of terms. 
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1) 
2) 
Estimate the surface temperature at which nucleate boil ing initiates in the flow 
system. 
Estimate the surface temperature at the burnout or maximum heat flux conditions. 
After the above conditions are established it will be assumed that: 
1) Forced convection is the dominant mode of heat transfer prior to the surface 
temperature reaching the incipient nucleate boiling temperature. 
2) When the surface temperature is between the i nci pient boi 1 i ng and the tempera-
ture corresponding to peak boiling. a combination of forced convection and 
nucleate boiling occurs. 
3) When the surface temperature exceeds the temperature corresponding to the peak 
flux condition. stable film boiling occurs and this condition can be represented 
by the forced convection relationships using vapor properties. 
ESTIMATION OF SURFACI: TEMPERATURE FOR BOILING INITIATION 
It is assumed that nucleate boiling will begin when the boiling heat flux as 
represented by equation 3 equals the heat that can be removed by forced convection. 
For example: 
6) q• = h (t - TL) c c w 
Then from equation 3: 
7) T T f(P) [h (T _ T ) 1 0.3 w - s = c w L 
In the above equation Tw is the surface temperature required to initiate 
nucleate boiling. 
ESTIMATION OF SURFACE TEMPERATURE AT MAXIMUM HEATING CONDITIONS 
The pool boil ing "burnout" heat flux is estimated from equation 4 and corrected 
for the appropriate subcool ing by equation 5. For the high flow system both boil ing 
and forced convection occur throughout the nucleate boil ing regime. Therefore. at r 
burnout the total heat flux is assumed to be a combination of these mechanisms. The 
following expression can be written assuming that the nucleate boiling relationship 
still holds. 
8) Tw - Ts = f(P) [hc(Tw - \) + QSb1o.3 
Tw in this case is the wall temperature at "burnout" and when this temperature 
is exceeded stable film boiling is assumed to occur. 
The above technique has been programmed for computer eval uation of the thermal 
conductors required in the SINDA bearing thermal model. In general, it was found 
that forced convection heat transfer dominated in the high velocity regions. H.eat 
transfer from the hi gh-speed components, inner races. ba 11 s, etc, is affected very 
little by nucleate boiling. The major effect is at the point where the surface is 
estimated to be vapor blanketed (i.e., the point of "burnout"). 
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The magnitude of the "burnout" heat flux can also be significantly affected by 
surface conditions such as roughness, coatings, etc. The maximum heat flux condition 
can be reached prematurely if flow instabilities or oscillation occurs. These rapid 
changes in flow can lower the local pressu!"e increasing the local superheat near the 
wall and cause rapidly increased boiling. These added uncertainties along with the 
lack of experimental data relative to the thermodynamic conditions in the bearing 
tester emphasizes the importance of experimental data from the tester. By comparing 
measured and calculated temperature data the validity of the thermal model can be as-
sessed. 
SENSITIVITY OF BEARING COMPONENT TEMPERATURES TO TRANSITION TO FILM BOILING 
Temperature measurements can serve as a guide in evaluating the transition point 
from forced convection nucleate' boiling (burnout flux) to film boiling. An example 
of the importance in evaluating this parameter is shown in Figure 4.4.2. The average 
bearing component temperatures are shown as a function of the maximum wall superheat 
(Tw-Ts)MAX for forced convection nucleate boiling. As the maximum superheat is in-
creased, 'considerably more surface area of the bearing components remains in the 
nucl eate boil i ng regime. Therefore, these areas do not become vapor bl anketed and 
the surface-to-fluid heat transfer remains relatively high resulting in lower temper-
atures. As (Tw-Ts) is increased to the point that all surfaces remain in the 
nucleate boiling regr1~, the component temperatures become independent of the transi-
tion from nucleate to film boiling. In other words, for a given heat load, the 
transition point can be increased such that the surface temperature does not reach 
the transition point and film boiling does not occur. In Figure 4.4.2 this is 
represented by the hi gher llT MAX va 1 ues where the beari ng component temperatures 
become independent of ATMAX ' 
The analysis described herein predicts that the peak flux will be reached at 
surface temperatures between 2.6 and 3.3°R, above saturation, depending on the 
magnitude of the forced convecti all heat transfer coeffi ci ent. Al so shown is a 
temperature measurement for the number 2 bearing outer race. This measurement is in 
reasonable agreement with the calculated outer race temperature at the estimated 
ATMAX point. 
4.4.2 Fluid Heat Transfer Regimes and Film Coefficients for LOX and LN2 
Techniques developed in Section 4.4,1 were used to evaluate the surface tempera-
ture for the incipient nucleate boiling range for LOX. The heat transfer regimes as 
a function of wall superheat (T -T ) are shown in Figure 4.4.3. As shown, nucleate 
boiling for the forced convecti~n eOX flow begins for a wall superheQ.t of 12.8°R and 
the "burnout" heat flux occurs at a wall superheat of 13.8°R. This indicates that 
typical bearing urfaces will become va.por blanketed when the surface temperature 
exceeds the LOX saturation temperature by about 13°R. This compares with a value of 
about 3°R fer LN2 coolant as shown in Figure 4.4.4. 
4.4.3 Transition to Film Boiling Temperature for LN~ 
An analysis was pet'formed using the Bearing Thermal Model to evaluate the 
transition temperature at which LN film boiling starts in the BMT bearing component. 
When the transition superheo,t (3 0 d preLiicted by an earl ier calculation was used, the 
steady state outer race temperatures compared favorably with the 1 imited BMT thermo-
couple data. Therefore, this value (AT = 3°F) will continue to be used until more 
test data becomes available. The bearing analysis assumed an axial load of 2,500 
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lbs, an LN flow rate of 6.3 lbs/sec brg set, with an inlet temperature of -30S"F. 
The stead; state average component temperatures (bearing #2) at the transition 
superheats were: 
Ball 
Outer Race 
Inner Race 
Shaft 
-185°F 
-252°F 
-262° F 
-272°F. 
Although the favorable agreement of analysis and test data is encouraging, 
considerable additional test data at varied operating conditions are required for 
bearing model verifications. 
The Bearing Thermal Model was exercised for various transition temperatllres 
using LOX as the coolant. The transition temperature for the bearing - coolant 
combination is that temperature at which the maximum surface boiling heat flux 
occurs. This temperature is also called the "bu!'nout" temperature because a higher 
heat flux causes the surface to dry out causing it to become blanketed with a vapor 
film ann the surface temperature to drastically increase. This transition tempera-
ture can be expressed as transition superheat - the difference between the surface 
temperature and the fluid's saturation temperature at the maximum boiling heat flux .. 
Analyses results are shown in Figures 4.4.5 through 4.4.7. Figure 4.4.5 shows 
the average, steady state component temperatures as a function of the transition 
superheat. The average temperatures as a function of the transition superheat. The 
average temperatures are not very sensitive to transition superheat changes in the 
range investigated (/IT = 2, 15°F). Figure 4.4.4 shows the temperatures of the two 
outer race nodes whose location most closely corresponds to the placement of the 
thermocoup 1 es in the BMT. A 1 so shown, for compari son, is an outer race temperature 
measured on the BMT under simil ar conditions. A previous cal cu1 ation (Section 
4.4.1), predicted a transition superheat of about 3°F for LN 7 • This value gives a 
very close match between node #463 and the measured temperatore of -268°F. There-
fore, we will continue to use this value (/IT = 3°F) for the transition superheat in 
future studies until more test data is available and a more comprehensive correlation 
can be established. Figure 4.4.5 shows the maximum track node temperatures for the 
races and the ball. At the transition superheat of 3°, all the track nodes have 
surface temperatures well above the LN saturati on temperature of -241°F. Conse-
quently, the loaded contact surfaces artfvapor blanketed and receive little, if any, 
lubrication from the LN 7 • At the transition superheat of 3°F, the track nodes had the fa 11 owing temperatures: 
Ba 11 Track 
Inner Race Track 
Outer Rack Track 
+ 130°F 
+52°F 
-132 OF 
The bearing pair analyzed has an applied axial load of 2,500 lbs, an LN2 flow 
rate of 6.3 lb/sec brg set, and an inlet temperature of -305°F. 
4.4.4 Transition to Film Boiling Temperature for LOX 
The transition temperature for the bearing - LOX combination is that temperature 
at which the maximum forced convection nucleate boiling heat flux occurs and subse-
quently causes stable film boiling to take place on the beal"ing surfaces. This can 
a 1 so be expressed as a temperature difference betdeen the surface and the satlJrati on 
temperature of the fluid (superheat) at the maximum heat flux. 
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A second parameter, the temperature at which the vapor properties were evaluated 
in the fluid Ileat transfer coefficient calculations, was investigated. During vapor 
generation on a surface, the temperatun~ gradient between the surface and the 
subcooled liquid is unknown, and the vapor properties must be evaluated at some 
reference temperature. Two possibil ities were examined: (I) A film temperature 
equal to the average of the surface temperature and the fluid's satul'ation tempera-
ture, and (2) The saturation temperature. 
The analysis was performed using the Bearing Thermal Model to evaluate the 
temperature at which the transition to film boiling occurs for LOX in the BMT. Vapor 
properties needed for the conductance calculations were evaluated at both film 
temperature and saturation temperature. The resulting outer race temperatures were 
compared to the BMT thermocouple data for the LOX test to provi de a compari son of 
predicted and measured temperatures. A superheat of S"F with the vapor properties 
evaluated at the film temperature was chosen for the transition temperature. This 
produced an outer race temperature for Bearing #2 of -217°F and the following average 
component temperatures: 
Ball 
Outer Race 
Inner Race 
Shaft 
- 96°F 
-207"F 
-200°F 
-227°F. 
This bearing pair had an applied axial load of 2500 Ib, a LOX flow rate of 4.5 Ib/sec 
and a LOX Inlet temperature of -2G8"F. 
The results of this effort provide detailed thermal and mechanical data to 
support the design and performance evaluation of high-speed angular contact ball 
bearings operating in cryogenic oxygen. Similar models can be developed for bearings 
operating in other cryogenic fluids. 
The Beari ng Thermal Mode I was exerci sed for various trans iti on temperatures 
using LOX as the coolant. The results are shown in Figures 4.4.8 through 4.4.12. 
For Figures 4.4.8 a.nd 4.4.10, the vapor properties used in the conductance equations 
were eva I uated at the film temperature. For Fi gures 4.4.9 and 4.4.11, the vapor 
properties were evaluated at saturated conditions. These curves show, in general, 
that the longer forced convection nucleate boil ing is allowed to occur before the 
"burnout" temperature is reached (when vapor begins to blanket the surface), the 
lower the surface temperature becomes at steady state conditions. A comparison of 
Figures 4.4.8 and 4 . .4.9 shows that the use of a film temperature to evaluate the 
vapor properti es increases the component temperatures sign i fi cantly at lower 
"burnout" temperatures but not at the higher values. Also plotted on Figures 4.4.8 
a.nd 4.4. 9 a re the outer race node temperatures for Beari ng #2. These va 1 ues are 
compared with the LOX BMT outer race measurements in Figure 4.4.12. The closest 
match with Bearing #2 is curv" A; the outer race temperature is -217°F. This 
corresponds to a superheat of 5"F at the burnout point with the vap0r properties 
evaluated at the film temperature. Even though an earlier calculation (Section 
4.4.2) predicted that the maximum heat flux would 0ccur at a surface superheat of 
13" F, the 5°F va 1 ue wi 11 be used in future therma 1 model ana'lyses because it more 
closely matches the limited data available. When additional LOX tester data becomes 
available, this parameter will be reevaluated. 
Figures 4.4.10 and 4.4.11 show the track node t~.i1peratures of Bearing #2 as a 
function of the wall superheat at the max flux condition. The use of the film 
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properties produces a strong difference in these curves. Using the chosen superheat 
of 5c F at burnout, the track nodes have the follu~ling steady state temperatures: 
Ball Track 
Inner Race Track 
Outer Race Track 
+257" F 
+ 170° F 
-10° F. 
While these temperatures are the highest in the contact areas, all the track node 
temperatures are well above the saturation temperature of the LOX. Consequently the 
loaded contact surfaces are vapor blanketed and receive very I itt'le if any film 
lubrication from the LOX. This bearing pair had a 2500 lb applied aX'jal load, a LOX 
flow rate of 4.5 lb/sec, and an inlet coolant temperature of -268° F. 
4.5 Software ModificatIons and Development 
Two I a rge computer programs, SHABERTH and SINDA were used for many of the 
ana lyses conducted duri ng the contract peri od. SINDA, a numeri ca I ana lysi s progr'am 
designed specifically for solving resistor-capacitor network representations of 
thermal systems by forward-backward differencing methods, was used to build the SRS 
Bearing Thermal Model data base. Appendix A contains a representative data base and 
illustrates the variety and magnitude of data considered in the thermal model. 
Appendix B illustrates the basic steady-state output temperature data. In addition 
to the basic node data and conductor data common to most therma'i analyses, the SRS 
Bearing Thermal Model data base contains temperature varying thermal property data, 
capacitance values for each node to allow transient analyses, time varying heat 
source capabilities, as well as data manipulation capabilities. SHABERTH, a large 
program that predicts general bearing performance characteristics, was used to model 
the Bearing and Materials Tester using geometrical dimensions from the original LOX 
tester. A representative input data file and output data file for this program is 
shown in Appendix C. The SHABERTH program consider's such factors of bearing opera-
tion as clearances, pitch diameter, rail-land width and diameter, cage weight, number 
of rolling elements, number of bearings, steel data, ball diameter, curvatures, CLA 
roughness, RMS asperity slope, friction coefficients, fit data, axial and radial 
I oadi ng, materi a I properti es, temperature gradi ents across bea ri ng > shaft geometry 
and is consi de red a state-of-the-art beari ng ana lys i s program. SHABERTH output 
contains such information as axial and radial shaft deflections, react'<on fOI'ces, 
moments, fri ctiona I heat generation, fri ction torque, bearing operating clearances, 
cage speed data, rolling element angular speeds, speed vector angles, normal f.2x·ces, 
Hertz stresses, and contact a gles.,":' 
Many modifications were made to these progtams to adapt them to the specific 
problems of the BMT. Also, several other smaller routines were developed to enhance 
the capabil i ti es of both SHABERTH and SINDA. When SHABERTH was fi rst acqu ired, it 
would not run under the current version of Fortran avai lable on the MSFC Univac 
computer. The code was finally updated to Fortran V and is now fully updated to 
ASCII Fortran (al so known as Fortran 77). Besides the code changes necessary to 
update the SHABERTH code, two subroutines, FRINT and FMIX, were modified to store the 
characteristics of the ball-race contact ellipse. SHABERTH models these ellipses by 
slices. The width of each slice, the frictional heat generated at each slice and the 
major and minor axis dimension of both the inner and outer race contact ell ipse are 
stored for use in the SRS Bearing Thermal Model. 
SINDA is capable of computing both steady-state a,nd transient heat source 
temperature profiles and a1lows for the addition of user-written subroutines to be 
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added and compiled along with the standard library of subroutines available. A 
routine has been added to compute the mechanical and thermal properties of the 
bearing set at the predicted temperatures. The subroutine, called VARIABLES 2, reads 
a file that contains the volumes of each node in the SRS Bearing Thermal Model. It 
then computes the average temperature of each component of the bearing (inner race, 
outer race, and rolling element) based on these volumes. The modulus of elasticity 
and coefficient of thermal expansion for each bearing component is then calculated. 
VARIABLES 2 is included in the SINDA input file listed in Appendix A. 
The SRS Bearing Thermal Model was designed to be adaptable to changing various 
operating parameters such as coolant flow rate, coolant inlet temperature, and axial 
load for either LOX or LN? coolant. However, these changes require re-ca1c!Jlation of 
ov::!r 1,000 conductance va-lues for each run. To calculate each by hand wQuld be a 
laborious and time consuming process. The following special routines were developed 
to facilitate this process and are listed in Appendix 0: COND/SRS, HEAT/5RS, SRS-
DATA, and UPDATE/SRS. These subroutines have been combined with SHABERTH to form a 
new program called SHABERTH/SRS that updates a Bearing Thermal Model file quid!)' d.fid 
efficiently when new operating conditions are being considered. The rot,t·'r,(;..;,.J 
their functions are described below. 
COND/SRS - This subroutine calculates the surface-to-fluid conductances f:Jr Ulii SOl.:'; 
Bearing Thermal Model. The heat transfer coefficient is also calcu1aL<!': ,/,'1I1g 
methods outl ined in Section 4.4. For each node, a table of conductances vs. '81,!pera-
ture is produced that accounts for the changing conductances through the different 
heat transfer phases (forced convection, boiling, and film boiling). The output of 
COND/SRS is a 1 ist of these tables arranged in SINDA input format. SINDA can then 
interpolate through these tables to get the conductance for the surface nodes as a 
function of temperature. COND/PROG also adds commends to the SINDA file that identi-
fy the run and describe the operating conditions. 
HEAT/SRS - This subroutine distributes the frictional heat generated at the bearing 
contact surfaces, that is cal cul ated by SHABERTH, to the proper nodes on the ba 11 and 
races in the SRS Thermal Model data base. As mentioned above, the FRINT and FMIX 
subroutines of SHABERTH isolate the frictional heat generated into sl ices of the 
contact ell ipse. HEAT /SRS also cal cul ates the meta 1-to-meta 1 conductances between 
the ball and the races since the contact surface area is dependent upon the load 
applied. 
UPDATE/SRS - This subroutine takes the output of COND/SRS and HEAT/SRS and updates a 
SRS Bearing Thermal Model input file with the re-calculated conductances and fric-
tional heat generation. 
SRSDATA - This is a FORTRAN BLOCK DATA subroutine that contains all the constants 
needed by the COND/SRS and HEAT/SRS, including various LOX and LN? properties (densi-
ty, specific heat, thermal conductivity, Prandtl number, visccrsity), the thermal 
conductivities for the four metals used in the BMT (Incone1, Arma1on, 440-c Stainless 
Steel, Waspaloy), and several node properties of the Bearing Thermal Model (surface 
area, depth, location relative to shaft center. hydraulic diameter of tile passage at 
the node's surface, and a relative velocity indicat0r). This data is held in COMMON 
blocks that the other subroutines can access. 
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This section provides detailed descriptions of specific tasks accompl ished and 
the results obtai lied from the bearing model ing efforts. These analyses were 
performed in support of the Bearing and Materials Tester Program, as required, and do 
not represent the total analysis effort for the design and development of the BMT. 
5.1 Bearing Life Prediction Analysis 
5.1.1 Modification of Bearing Life Formulas for Rolling Bearings Operating in 
Cryogenic Environment 
Accepted techniques (4,6,12) have been developed to predict life for well 
lubricated bearings. These techniques lack experimental verification for high-speed 
rolling bearings operating in cryogenics, it is therefore advantageous to investigate 
the potential for modifying current bearing life formulas for rolling bearings 
operating in a cryogenic environment. Typical cryogenics (LH , LN LOX) have good 
heat removal characteristics; however, they lack the viscous pfoperfies necessary to 
provide a fluid film of sufficient strength to prevent metal-to-metal contact between 
the rolling elements and the race. The degree these films support the interface 
loads has not been experimentally determined. 
Another uncertainty is the role cryogen film lubrication plays when solid lubri-
cants are used to provide a lubricating surface film. The interaction between the 
solid film and fluid film are not known. This can be further complicated when the 
contact surface temperature exceeds the sc,turation temperature of the coolant to the 
extent that the surfaces become vapor blanketed and the surface film is that of a 
gas. Some experiments (15) indicate that LOX is potentially a better lubricant than 
non-reactive cryogens such as LH and LN,. This results from the formation of 
surface films (oxides) that providt a measu~ of protection for the metal surfaces in 
contact. Here again, the rate of oxide formation can be a function of surface 
temperature and the degree of protection can be a function of the sliding velocity or 
rate of film removal. Considerably more wurk is needed to establish the film lubrica-
tion properties of various bearing materials and solid lubricants operating in 
cryogenics. 
The classical failure mode of a rolling contact between hard steel surfa{l.es is 
contact fatigue. The life formula as developed by Lundberg (4) is based -on the 
assumption that the failure is initiated by a decisive stress amplitude located at 
some distance below the surface. The relationship between loads, stresses, and 
stress location is developed from the bearing dynamics and Hertz theory of contact 
stresses. Bearing life dispersion has been obtained by applying the Weibull dis-
tribution function to bearing life data. Experience has shown that this technique 
adequately predicts bearing life for well lubricated bearings. Since better lubri-
cants and materials have become available, the original life formula has been mod-
ified by factors to account for the improved life derived from these improvements 
(6,12). These factors, however, do not account for the conditi ons encountered in 
cryogenic operation. As an example, the development of stresses from the Hertz 
theory does not account for tan!'jenti a 1 forces. Si nce the contact fri cti on forces 
with cryogenic fluids is expected to be significantly larger than the forces encoun-
tered in oil lubricated bearings, the maximum shear force will probably be at, or 
nea r, the surface rather than below the surface. Furthermore, the soli d fi 1 m 1 ubri-
cant will enhance the asperity friction. Consequently the apparent contact friction 
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force should fall sOlliewhere between dry asperity friction and hydrodynamic film 
friction. This presents a problem in determining the life adjustment factor for 
lubrication that will account for the degradation of lubrication capabil ity of the 
cryogenic. 
The SHABERTH I bearing analysis computer program has been used as an aid in 
predicting bearing life. This program uses the life formula developed in reference 4 
with life adjustment factors to account for improved materials and lubrication film 
thi ckness. The 1 i fe adjustment factors wi 11 be adjusted to represent cryogeni c 
operations as data becomes available from the bearing tester program. 
SHABERTH I uses the following technique for estimating bearing life: 
Eq 1 
L10 is the raceway fatigue life in millions of revolutions, as determined by 
Lundbef'gm and Pa 1 mgren (4), and Q is the dynami c capacity whi ch is the load for 
which the bearing raceway will h~~e 90% assurance of surviving one million revo-
lutions. ~. is the raceway equivalent load. Q and Q are calculated by the 
SHABERTH cOIII~uter program. cm em 
Since experience has shown, for ball bearings, that the races usually fail 
before the balls due to the changing axis of rotation as the balls orbit the shaft, 
the bear.ing .fatigue life is based on the life of the races. The LlO life for a 
raceway lS glven by: 
where 
a2 is a life improvement factor to account for improved materials, 
a3 is a life improvement factor to account for full film lubrication, and 
a3* is a factor less than one when full film lubrication is not obtained. 
a3* is a reduction factor accounting for the effect of surface asperity inter-
action and was deduced from a best fit to a large body of rolling contact life test 
data (12). This function was extracted from the SHABERTH I program and is sho'lln in 
Figure 5.1.1. A1 so shown is the lubricant life factor used by SHABERTH II, which 
will be discussed later. As shown, the SHABERTH I lubrication factor is always <1 
and is therefore never a 1 ife improvement factor. If the film thickness to surface 
roughness ration (h/o) is greater than about 3.5, a life improvement factor >1 can be 
input (a2). 
A limiting value of about 0.52 is shown for h/o approaching zero, or zero film 
thickness. Since this condition is believed to be approached in LN , LOX, and LH , 
this is the value that would be applied with these fluids. The dete~ination of th~s 
life factor di d not, however, consi der the benefits of the sol i d 1 ubri cant fi 1 m 
transfer system used to lubricate the tester bearings. The effectiveness of this 
lubrication on bearing life can be evaluated from the bearing and materials tester 
data. SHABERTH II has, in effect, combined the life reduction and improvement due to 
lubrication into one function. This function is developed in Reference 6. The 
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important point is that for h/o approaching zero, the life reduction factor is 0.21, 
which is less than half the factor used in SHABERTH l. This, again, illustrates the 
need for experimental data for cryogenic operation in these low film regions. 
As stated earlier, the LOis the raceway 
Since the bearing has two race~ ~he LID life for 
[ 
-e -e ] -lIe 
L10b = LIOl + LlOZ 
Eq 2 
where 1. 2 denote inner and outer races. 
fatigue life for 90% survivability. 
the bearing is 
is: 
Since one bearing set consists of two bearings, the LID life of the bearing set 
Eq 3 
And the life of the total bearing system is; 
[ 
-e -e] -lIe 
LIObst = LIObsl + LIObsZ 
Eq 4 
Equation 4 is the 90% survivability life for all the bearings on the tester 
shaft. Since a 10% failure rate is not acceptable for Shuttle components, Equation 4 
must be modified to predict probabilities of success greater than 99%. Techniques to 
correlate failure rates in these low regimes are addressed in References 1 and 5. 
These techniques suffer from the same defiti enci es as di scussed ea rl i er when appl i ed 
to bearings operating in low viscosity fluids such as LN?, LOX and LH2. However, they do provide a technique for evaluating the data derTved from the Bearing and 
Materials Tester. 
The previous discussion has addressed fatigue type failures which is the domi-
nant failure mode for well designed and lubricated bearings. Obviously, there are 
other type failures such as excessive wear, overheat cracking, overload cracking, de-
struction by material softening due to unstable overheating, etc. These type fail-
ures must be overcome before life data relating to bearing fatigue can be obtained. 
The effort to date has provided a bibl iography of reference material pertaining 
to bearing fatigue life (References 3 through 15). Life data relating to bearings 
operating in cryogenics is scarce and relating existing semi-empirical life formulas 
to these conditions require additional test data. The Weibull distribut;on does not 
represent the data in the region of reliabilitie.s >90%. Techniques have been found 
that represent current data in these regimes and shoul d, with modifi cation, re.present 
the data obtained from the cryogenic tests. 
5.1.2 Cumulative Load Assessment for BMT Bearing Life 
A basic problem in fatigue analysis is the prediction of life for an element 
when time-dependent loading is applied. By progressively loading an element, damage 
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accumulates within the material. Miner and Palmgren have postulated that failure 
resulting fronl muitistage loading can be defined as: 
(1') :E n i = 1 !'Ii ner 's Ru 1 e 
Ni 
Miner's Rule assesses the "damage" pr'()duced by a stress cr. for n· cycles as n./N. and 
assumes the individual damages are additive and independeh of s~quence. [36j 1 
If Miner's Rule is assumed to correctly predict the cumulative damage for the 
BMT, the following 0quation can be stated: 
(2) 
wher: tn = time at load F n 
T = Total time to failure at given stress level (S-N curve) 
n 
Since T = L , whe re L = 1 if e to 
Equation (2)ncan b~ rewritteR as 
(3) 
or (4) 
tl t z t3 
--+--+-+ 
Ll LZ L3 
failure predicted by a Weibul distribution, 
; .III ,. 
L: 
i = 1 
Harris [lJ defines a r'elationship based on the dynamic loading ,'apacity as 
(5) L; = (t} 
where C = dynamic loading capacity 
P = 3 for rolling bearings. 
Defining a ratio such that 
(6) ll=(FZ)P 
LZ Fl 
allows the life to be related to the applied axial reaction load and to failure at a 
given stress (force) level. . 
Defining Equation 6 in general terms 9ives 
(7) Ln = '\Fl\+l)P 
In -+ 1 F n 
Substituting Equation (7) into (3) and assuming 3-stage loading gives 
t'l , t2 t.3 
~-tr;·s·l 
(8) \'i) 
A similar equation can be written for L2 such that 
tl t z t 
(9) L3 (F3 )P CZ)D" L3 (F3V·S = 1 
FZ Fl FZJ 
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or 
or 
that 
l:J .. t 1 + t Z + t 3 
(10) (::) P (3/FZ) P 
Equation (10) may be expanded to a general form: 
(12) 
i • n - 1 
In = tn + ~ t. 
;=1 if7FTp 
\ n·1 r 
+ ••• 
Recall that a summation can be represented by the integration of a function so 
P dt 
Therefore, 
the ~ntegral term represents the area under a (Fil vs. Time curve. If a plot of 
(Fi) vs time is given (See Figure 5.1.2), the life at a particular load can be 
graphically determined by calculating the area under the curve using the prescribed 
boundary conditions. 
(LOAD)P 
FIGURE 5.1.2 LOAD VS TIME 
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5.1.3 Application of the Double linear Damage Rule to Bearing life Predictions 
Although Miner's Rule has been used to analyze cumulative damage, it does not 
account for the effects of load sequencing. Miner's Rule assumes that when the sum-
mation of cycle ratios (n/N) equals one, failure occurs. However, the cycle ratios 
can sum to be less than or greater than one when high-low or low-high load sequenc-
ing, respectively, is followed. 
In the BMT, bea rings will experi ence vari ous load sequences and it is necessary 
to account for these associated effects to correctly predict bearing I ife. The 
application of the Double Linear Damage Rule (DBDR) to bearing life predictions is 
being evaluated. Most of the work by Halford at the lewis Research Center has been 
with 0.25 inch di ameter specimens. Di scuss ions have been held with Dr. Halford 
concerning the feasibility of applying the DlDR to bearings, and indications are that 
it can be applied. 
5.1.4 Assessment of 57 mm Turbine Bearing life as a Functions of Radial and Axial 
load 
An analysis was conducted to evaluate the 99% (B 1) survival life of the 57mm lOX pump turbine end bearing as a function of axial and radial load. The analysis 
consisted of using the B (90% survival life) predicted by the Shaberth I bearing 
code and modifying the re~Blts, as described in previous sections, to estimate the B1 
life. The lubrication life reduction factor used for the Shaberth II bearing code 
was used to account for the reduction in life due to marginal lubrication in the 
cryogenic coolant. It is recognized that the bearing life formulas used in the 
computer codes are for conventi ona lly 1 ubri cated bearings and extrapol ation to the 
cryogenic environments experienced by the turbopump bearing produce unknown errors. 
However, because of the unavailability of life data for bearings operating in CYyo-
genics, these are the best estimates possible and should at least provide a measure 
of the sensitivity of bearing life to the load factors. 
In general, a Weibull distribution adequately correlates the life dispersion of 
conventiona lly operated roll i ng beari ngs experi enei ng fati gue type failures in the 
range of 10% to 50% failures. Designers of aey'ospace hardware are interested in 
reliabilities of 99% or greater. Consequently, the deviation of the available test 
data from the Weibull distribution is of particular interest in the region of high 
survival probabilities. The following is a synopsis of the method used to estimate 
the Bl life information shown in Figure 5.1.3. ~r 
Assuming a Weibull distribution, the bearing life can be related to a given 
probability of survival as follows: 
1 ) B = B [Ln l/S ] 
10 Ln 1/.!? 
l/e 
B beari ng life 
BlO bearing life for 90% survival 
S Probabi 1 ity of survi va 1 
e dispersion parameter (10/9 for ball bearings) 
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Equation 1 does not adequately represent the test experience for high probabil-
ity of survival (5)90%). As an example, for 100% survival Equation 1 predicts zero 
1 ife. A technique has been developed in Reference 44 to correct for the deviation 
between the Weibull distribution and test experience. The following expression was 
developed ill the reference. l/e 
2) B = B . [Ln 1/5 + Vel 
10 Ln 1/.9 ] 
Ve is the standardized excess 1 ife as defined below: 
Probabil i ty of 
Survival % 
5 > 99.9 
99.9 > 5 > 95 
95 > 5 > 40 
3) Ve = (_L )\ 2 
L50 n 
Standardized 
Theoretical Life 
V < .001 
.001 < V < .05 
.05 < V < .9 
Standardized Excess 
Life 
V + Ve = .004 
Ln(V + Ve) = 
0.69 Ln (.328V) 
Ve = 0.013 
Equation 3 can be expressed in terms of survival probability as follows: 
4) y = ( Ln 1/5 ) L 2 = L 1/5 In 1/.5 n n 
Th'arefore, for 99% survival 
5) V = Ln . ~9 = .01 
The standardized excess life can be determined from the appropriate expression 
in Table 1. :t~: 
6) Ye = [.328V] .69 _ V = [(.328) (.01) 1. 69 - .01 = .0093 
The relation between Bl and BlO life can be determined from equation 2. 
7) B = B . [Ln 1/.99 + .0093J.9 - 022B 
1 10 Ln 1/.9 -. 10 
Without the excess life term (Ve), the B life estimate would be (.12 B). 
Therefore for this specific case, the B, life ts approximctely twice that predit~ed 
by the Weibull distribution. The other'" factor considered in this analysis is the 
reduction in life due to marginal lubrication. Lubrication reduction factors used in 
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the Shaberth II bearing code are as low as 0.21. Applying this value to Equation 7 
gives: 
8) Bl = .046 BlO 
The bearing life data shown in Figure 5.1.3 were generated by adjusting the B 
life predicted by Shaberth I, as indicated by Equation 8. As shown, the bearing lif~ 
at the higher radial loads is relatively short. Due to the uncertainties in the 
extrapolation of life data from conventional to cryogenic environments, the results 
shown should be used with caution, especially in the regions of high radial loading 
(> 2000 lbs). Other factors such as contact temperature and dry lubrication perfor-
mance at elevated temperature have not been considered. These factors will be more 
critical at the higher loads due to increased heat generated in the contacts. 
The following is a suggested technique for relating bearing life to contact 
temperature. Thi s method reI i es on the assumpti on that the domi nant temperature 
effect is the loss of hardness in the contacts. This assumption may be adequate up 
to the temperi'ture level at which the solid lubricant begins to deteriorate. 
Several investigations (References 45 and 46) have attempted to relate bearing 
fatigue life to surface hardness. As pointed out in Reference 45, hardness appears 
to be a dominant factor determining 1 ife, all other factors being equal. Therefore, 
if data were available to relate bearing fatigue life to hardness, and hardness to 
temperature, the effect of bearing temperature could be factored into the life 
equation. This proposed procedure is shown graphically in F' _.ure 5.1.4. This is an 
examp 1 e only and does not refl ect the performance of 440C materi a 1. As di scussed 
later, the necessary data to construct such a chart for 440C has not been found in 
the 1 iterature. 
The reduction in bearing capacity and B I ife can b~ obtained from bearing 
fatigue testing at specific hardness values. l<1-he relationship between temperature 
and hardness is needed to factor temperature into the 1 i fe equation. As an exampl e 
(See Figure 5.1.4), if a bearing contact is operating at 400°F, the dynamic capacity 
would be reduced by a factor of 0.81 and the 1 ife would be reduced by a factor of 
0.56. This assumes the bearing life is related to the cube of the load. Review of 
the 1 iterature indicates a deficiency in the data necessary to construct curves for 
440C such as those shown in Figure 5.1.4. Fatigue data relating the 1 ife of 440C to 
hardness, and hardness to temperature, would be of considerable interest. The 
availability of this information would allm'l the temperature estimates from the 
bearing thermal model to be used to gain further understanding of the thermal effects 
on bearing life. 
5.1.5 Investigation of Ball Spin-to-Roll Ratio 
An important factor in bearing life is the amount of sl ip occurring between the 
ba 11 and races. The Lundberg - Palmgren method (Reference 1, page 411) for eva 1 u-
ating rolling bearing fatigue life is based on the assumption that bearings are lu-
bricated a.nd operated "properly". Proper operation means proper al ignment, adequate 
loading to preclude skidding, free of contaminants sllch as dirt, etc. When the 
bear'ing is operated properly, sliding occurs in the contact area due to deformation 
of the surfaces. Since the Lundberg-Palmgren fatigue model is based on empirical 
data, this type of sliding is assumed to be accounted for in the fatigue life 
equatior.s. Sliding which occurs because of skidding is not accounted for. According 
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to Reference 1, the foi lowing expression can be used to reduce the dynamic capacity 
of the point COTltact due to ball spin. 
Q s [1 - ~ ...!!-.] ~ 
c l a Wro11 C 
Presumably W must be determined experimentally, and 
= Semi 
= Semi 
= Ball 
= Ball 
minor axis of contact ellipse 
major axis of contact ellipse 
spin normal to contact surface 
roll relative to contact surface. 
As a start in investigating this effect, the ball spin to roll ratio for the 57 
mm bearing was calculated as a function of AT across the bearing. Since the SHABERTH 
computer program does not provide this calculation directly, additional computations 
were performed. The necessary ball rotational information generated by SHABERTH is 
as follows: 
W = x component of ball speed 
WX = Y component of ball speed 
wY = z component of ball speed 
W~ = Resultant ball speed 
Using this information, the ball spin (W ) and roll (W ) can be determined by 
constructing a vector diagram as shown in Ffgure 5.1.5. from Figure 5.1.5, the 
following expressions can be obtained: 
Ba 11 Spi n: 
Wsi = (Ws-Wo) Sin ai+wx Sin ai-wy Cos a i 
W - W • -W Sin '" +W Sin a -W Cos a so so 0 0 x 0 y 0 
Wri • (Ws-Wo ) Cos a.+W Cos a +W Sin a ~ x i Y i 
Wro - W Cos a -W Cos a -W Sin a o 0 x 0 y 0 
Where: W 
5 i ' W = so Ball spin normal to inner and outer races respectively. 
Ws = Shaft speed 
Wo = Ball orbitill speed 
(Xi ' "0 = Inner and outer contact angles 
Wri ' Wro = Ball roll speed relative to inner and outer races 
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The spin-to-roll ratios can therefore be expressed as follows: 
Inner Race: 
Outer 
WSi (Ws-Wo) sin <li+W sin ai-w cos a ~~~~~~~x~~~~~Y __ ~~i 
--Wr--i - (Ws-Wo) cos <li+Wx cos ai+wy sin a i 
Race: 
Wso -W sin <l +W sin a -W cos a 
__ 0 0 x 0 Y 0 
Wro W cos <l -W cos a -W sin a o a x 0 y a 
The inner and outer race ball spin-to-rOll ratios are shown in Figure 5.1.6 as a 
function of bearing temperature difference. As shown, the ball spin is reduced as 
the temperature di fference is increased. Thi sis the result of increased normal 
loads and fri cti on forces and the reduced di fferences in inner and outer contact 
angles. It is evident that for a given set of conditions; load, speed, friction 
coeffi ci ents, etc., there is an optimum beari ng confi gurati on, contact angl e, inner 
and outer race curvature, etc., that will minimize the combined effects of ball spin 
and heat generation and maximize bearing life. These analyses have been conducted 
using a clearance stack producing a minimum contact angle. 
5.2 Shaft Deflection and Bearing Reaction Analyses 
5.2.1 LOX Tester Shaft Deflection as a Function of Bearing Eccentricities and Radial 
Loads 
The results of the deflection analysis to support the redesign of the LOX tester 
are shown in Figure 5.2.1. These data were generated from a SHABERTH model of the 
LOX tester shaft bearing system shown in Figure 5.2.2. The deflection curve shown is 
the sum of defl ecti ons due to beari ng eccentri citi es, outer race to carrier 
clearances, and bearing and shaft deflections due to radial loading. As shown, the 
"no 1 oad" (defl ecti on at zero radi all oad) is dependent on the assumed component 
operating temperature. Over the temper'ature range investigated, this is a small 
effect. All bearings except No.4 was assumed to be axially perloaded to 1,000 lbs. 
Bearing No. 4 preload was 500 Ibs. Five hundred pounds is the minimum preload 
expected with an axial load large enough to bottom the preload spring of bearing No. 
3. Since the bearing radial stiffness decreases with axial preload, this is a worst 
case conditions for shaft radial deflection. 
The individual bearing reactions as a function of radial load are shown in 
Figure 5.2.3. As shown, the applled load is not distributed equally to the bear-
ings. The principal reasons for this are that the bearings are not located equi-
distant from the point of load application and the axial preload is not the same for 
all beari ngs. These di ffere1ces wi 11 change as the shaft is ax i a lly loaded and 
deflects in the axial direction. For these reasons, bear'ing radial reactions should 
be measured at each bearing to provide known loading conditions for correlation of 
loading effects on bearing life. 
5.2.2 Bearing Reactions and Deflect'ions for the LOX Bearing Tester 
This analysis was done for the latest preliminary design of the LOX Bearing and 
Materials Tester. The model used is shown in Figure 5.2.4. The results of the 
deflection analysis are shown in FiguY'e 5.2.5. The deflection curve shown is the sum 
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.of def1ectian due ta bearing eccentricities, .outer race and carrier clearances, and 
bearing and shaft def1ectians due ta radial laading .only. All bearings were assumed 
ta be axially pre1aaded ta 1,000 1bs. As shawn, the maximum shaft def1ectian far the 
4,000 1bs radial 1aad was faund to be appraximate1y 2.5 mils. Figure 5.2.6 shaws the 
deflections far each bearing an the shaft as a functian .of radial 1aad. 
Figure 5.2.7 shaws the individual bearing radial reactians as a functian .of 
applied radial 1aad with na axial 1aading. An axial 1aad will change the distribu-
tian .of these radial reactians and further analysis w.ou1d be required ta estimate the 
radial reactians under cambined radial and axial 1aading. 
5.2.3 Bearing Axial Reactions Resulting fram Carrier Axial Laads 
The design .of the Bearing and Materials Tester requires that bearing axial 1aads 
be applied by 1aading the bearing carrier rathel' than the shaft. The bearing carrier 
can be laaded by activating the axial 1aad cells. Anather saurce .of 1aads an the 
carrier is the fluid pressure difference acr.oss the carrier. The fluid pressure aver 
the carrier faces is difficult ta estimate because .of the uncertainty in the fluid 
ratatian effects an 1.oca1 static pressure; therefare, the resulting pressure 1aad is 
uncertain. Figure 5.2.8 pravides the re1atianship of bearing carrier 1aads to 
bearing reactians. Since it is difficult, as explained in Sectian 5.10, ta separate 
the 1aad cell and fluid aP 1aads, the carrier 1aads in Figure 5.2.8 should be 
cansidered the sum .of these 1.oads. As shown, the preload spring c.onstant uncertainty 
affects the initial preload about 20% and has a smaller effect as the carrier 1aad is 
increased. A1sa .of interest is the reductian in preload of bearings 1 and 4. 
A lthaugh the pre1aad for these bea ri ngs is reduced ta abaut 400 pounds, it has been 
shawn in a previaus analysis (see Secti.on 5.8) that this load is sufficient to 
prevent ball skid due ta fluid drag. 
5.3 Bearing Stiffness Analyses 
5.3.1 Stiffness Characteristics of the Turbine End LOX Pump Bearing 
An analysiS was canducted ta estimate the radial stiffness .of the LOX pump 
turbine end bearing as a functicm .of axial pre1aad and shaft speed. The bearing 
radial stiffness is defined as the ratia .of radial 1aad change ta radial def1ectian 
change (dF/do). 
Appraximate1y 21 camputer runs were made using the SHABERTH bearing analysis 
pragram. These runs were made to determine the relationship of load versus de-
f1ectian as affected by axial 1aad and shaft speed. The bearing stiffness was then 
determined as the slope (dF/do) .of the farce versus deflection curves. The radial 
load was varied fram 100 ta 400 1bs. At higher 1aads these curves can become nan1in-
ear, i.e., the deflection can decrease as the radial 1aad increases. As shawn in 
Figure 5.3.1, the relationship is linear for axial 1aads greater than 1136 1bs. For 
the axial load case of 607 1bs, the curve is linear ta about 200 1bs radial load. 
Since the computer soluti.on failed to converge at higher radial loads, it is nat 
recammended to extrapa1 ate the stiffness versus axi a 1 reacti on curve shown in Fi gure 
5.3.2 t.o axial loads be1aw about 600 1bs and radial loads greater than 200 lbs when 
the axial reactian is less than approximately 1000 1bs. 
As expected, the radial stiffness of the bearing increased with increasing axial 
reaction .or prelaad as shown in Figure 5.3.2. As previausly discussed, the wrve 
shown in Figure 5.3.2 represents the 1 inear porti.on .of the radial reacti.on versus 
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deflection bearing characteristics shown in Figure 5.3.1. A similar analysis was 
done to determine the effects of shaft speed on bearing stiffness. Figure 5.3.3 
provides the bearing radial deflection as affected by radial reaction and shaft 
speed. Shown in Figure 5.3.4 is the bearing radial stiffness as a function of shaft 
speed. As shown, the bearing becomes less stiff in the radial direction as the shaft 
speed increases. This is primarily due to the increase in centrifugal force effects 
on the outer ring. 
5.3.2 Bearing Radial Stiffness as a Function of Ball Wear 
The SHABERTH I computer code was used to evaluate bearing radial stiffness as a 
function of ball wear. Although the highest level solution would not converge, a 
lower level solution that still considered friction was obtained. Judging by the few 
third level computer runs that did converge, the calculated radial stiffness of the 
bearing did not differ significantly between solution levels. 
Four radial loads (100, 200, 300, and 500 Ibs) were applied to bearings at five 
different stages of ball wear. The results of these runs are shown in Figure 5.3.5. 
This analysis suggests that even a decrease in ball diameter of 0.0008 inches is 
enough to reduce the radial stiffness by half. 
5.3.3 Investigation of the Radial Stiffness of the BIH 57 mm Bearings 
An ana lys i s has been conducted to evaluate the effects 0,1 beari ng operati ng 
characteristics (stresses, radial stiffness) caused by impressed r,i~ial loads. The 
purpose of this investigation is to identify these characteristics tor input to test 
planning to determine the radial dynamic response of the bearing shaf'!; system. The 
radial load range investigated was 500 to 6000 lbs. with axial loads of approximately 
500 to 2BOO lbs. Assuming an impressed axial load of approximately 2500 lbs due to 
the pressure differential across the bearing carriers, the two inboard bearings will 
.)e axially loaded to that value and the two outboard bearings will be unloaded. 
Preload is 1000 lbs to approximately 500 to 800 lbs. Since axial loads tend to 
stiffen an angular contact ball bearing in the radial direction, it was expected that 
the unloaded bearing would be the most distressed at high radial loads. 
Shown in Figure 5.3.6 are the bearing deflections versus radial reactions. As 
expected, the bearing with the larger axial load exhibits the larger stiffness. 
There is also a stiffness change as the load increases. This is due to the increased 
radial deflections unloading balls, i.e., the total load is supported by fewer 
rolling elements. It is interesting to note that the unloaded bearing has three 
apparent stiffness values. The first change in slope (stiffness) occurs for the same 
reason as described above. The second change in stiffness is believed to be caused 
by the remaining load carrying balls being forced down on the inner race shoulder. 
Since at this location the 'inner contact angle is approaching zero, the only radial 
defl ection poss i b lei s caused by compress i n9 the balls (i. e., all ball movement is 
prevented). Shown in Figure 5.3.7 is the inner contact angle as a function of radial 
lvads for the unloaded bearing. The bearing is reacting the radial load at an 
azimuth angle of zero. Notice that at this position, the inner contact angle dras-
tically decreases as the load increases. As this happens, the ball is forced down to 
the shoulder of the inner race. Also observe, at an azimuth angle of 166°, the inner 
contact angle goes to zero for radial loads above about 1000 lbs. This indicates 
that the balls at this location have left the inner race and, due to centrifugal 
force. are following the outer race. At the higher radial loads only three balls are 
supporting the load. At the higher axial loads, this does not occur, and all balls 
are in contact with the inner race. 
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The influences of radial and axial loads on contact stresses are shown in Figure 5.3.8. The highest contact stress is produced in the unloaded bearing, and as shown, exceeds 500 ksi. This could cause permanent plastic deformation of the contact sur-faces. An assessmenc of heat generated on bearing temperatures and the potential for therma 1 run away wi 11 requi re exerci sing the beari ng thermal model for these con-ditions. 
In summary, the current BMT design will produce several values of radial stiff-ness as the radial load is varied over a range of 4000 lbs. A radial load of 4000 lbs will probably plastically deform the contact surfaces of the unloaded bearing. If loads in this range are planned, a thermal analysis is recommended to evaluate the potential for thermal run away. 
5.3.4 Radial Stiffness of the BMT 57 mm Bearings at 10.000 RPM 
An analysis similar to the one reported in Section 5.3.3, was conducted to evaluate the radial stiffness of the 57mm bearing at two levels of axial preload. The previ c;us ana lys i s was done for a shaft speed of 30,000 RPM whi 1 e the current analysis is for 10,000 RPM. Results of the 10,000 RPM data are shown in Figure 5.3.9. The 30,000 RPM case reported in Section 5.3.3 is reproduced for convenient comparison. As shown, the greatest effect of speed on bearing deflection occurs for the low radial loads and low axial loads. At the lower speeds, centrifugal force is not as great and the inner contact angle is not decreased as much (compared to the higher speed case) thus improving the radial stiffness. This effect is more pro-nounced at the lower axial loads due to the reduced preload effect on radial stiff-ness. As the radial load increases, this effect overrides the centrifugal effects and the sti ffness va 1 ues become a 1 most independent of speed. Shown in Fi gure 5.3.10 are the contact stresses for the loading condition'" indicated. These stresses are very close to the values reported in Section 5.3.3 for 30,000 RPM. 
5.4 Evaluation of Bearing Carrier to Housing Clearance and the Effect of Misalignment on Bearing Operating Characteristics 
Maintaining bearing carrier to housing clearances is important to assure freedom of axial movement during axial load application to the BMT. Binding of the carrier coul d di stort the applied load that actually reaches the beari ngs, i ntroduci ng unknown errors in test results. Furthermore, a locked carrier could preclude rapid unloading as a contingency measure. 
Currently, the BMT design allows for a 1.3 mil diametrical clearance between carrier and housing. Results from a typical bearing thermal analysis was used to estimate the differential movement between the carrier and housing due to thermal growth. The following conditions were assumed in the thermal analysis: 
Inlet fluid temperature 
Flow 
Axial load 
.,305° F 
6.3 lbs/sec per bearing set 
2500 lbs. 
Results indicated an average temperature difference between carrier and housing of about 27°F with the carrier being the warmer of the two components. Based on this temperature difference, it is estimated that there will be an interference of about 0.1 mil (diametrical) between the carrier and the housing. These are steady operat-ing conditions, therefore, there will be a clearance at the start and early part of the test run. In order to verify the thermal analysis and operating clearance, the previously requested carrier temperature measurements are essential. 
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As clearances will exist during the early part of the test, analyses were done 
to investigate the effects of misal ignment on bearing operation characteristics. 
Angul ar mi sa 1 i gnments were determi ned as a functi on of ca rri er to hous i ng cl earances 
and the effect of these mi sa 1 i gnments on beari ng radi a 1 st i ffness, ball speeds, 
contact angles, contact stress, and contact heat generation was determined. These 
effects were investigated for axial loads from 500 Ibs/brg to 6000 Ibs/brg, and 
radial loads of 100 to 500 Ibs. 
Figure 5.4.1 shows the potential for the carrier to tilt in the housing. The 
tilt angle e is a function of the carrier diametrical clearance (C). From the 
geometry of the figure the following relations can be written: 
1) M = W Cos e - 0 Sin e 
2) M = ~ 02 + W2 (0 + C) 2 
3) D·~ C = 0 Cos a .• W Sin e 
Eliminating M and Cos 6 from the above: 
4) e = Sin-1[W (0 + C) - 0102 + 1-)2_ (0 + C)2] 
02 + w2 
Equation 4 provides the tilt or misalignment angle as a function of carrier dia-
metrical clearance. Figure 5.4.2 provides misalignment angle as a function of 
di ametri ca 1 cl earance. As i ndi cated the maximum expected cl earance is 1. 3 mil s 
(carrier and housing at same temperature) giving a maximum misalignment angle of 2.25 
minutes (.0375°). 
5.4.1 Bearing Radial Stiffness Variations 
The bearing radial stiffness as a function of azimuth angle is shown in Figure 
5.4.3. In this figure, the zero azimuth angle corresponds to the "pinch" point 
caused by the misalignment of the outer race [the results from the "SHABERTH" bearing 
analysis program, Figure 5.4.4, are presented with the zero azimuth angle 180° out of 
phase from the "pinch" point]. The variation in stiffness shown is conservative 
because the reduction of the bearing misalignment angle as a function of axial load 
was not considered in the stiffness determination. These variations should not 
s i gnifi cantly affect synchronous radi a 1 moti on of the shaft due to sma 11 rQtor 
unbalance which was the main concern of possible large stiffness variatiQns due to 
misalignment. 
5.4.2 Bearing Operatjon Characteristics 
The i nvesti gati on of carri er mi sa 1 i gnment on contact stresses, contact angl es, 
ball speeds, and heat generated at the contacts required numerous "SHABERTH" computer 
runs with varying input parameters. The conditions shown in Figure 5.4.4 were 
investigated. 
In reviewing the data, the most significant variations due to outer race mis-
ali gnment is the ba 11 orbital speed. Thi s occurs for the 500 1 b ax i all oad condi-
tion. This is representative of tester bearings 1 and 4 with the normally accepted 
axial PA load Qf 2500 lbs. Comparisons of contact stresses, ball speed, and contact 
angles for the misaligned and normal conditions do not show significant variations in 
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these parameters for the hi gher ax i all oad cases. There is a maxi mum di fference in 
ball orbiting speed of about 20 rad/sec for the 500 lb axial load condition. It is 
estimated that this causes + 8.5 mil movement of the ball relative to the ball pocket 
center. This should not cause a problem since there is 25 mils diametrical clearance 
between ball and ball pocket. 
5.4.3 Effect of Axial Load on Bearing Misalignment 
The effect of axial load on operating misalignment is shown in Figure 5.4.5. As 
the axial load is increased, the inner race is forced to rotate thus decreasing the 
angle between the inner and outer race. The degree of rotation is obviously depen-
dent not only on bearing characteristics but also the stiffness of the shaft since 
the shaft exerts a clockwise movement on the bearing inner race as the race is forced 
to rotate counter-clockwise due to the outer race misal ignment. Shaft and bearing 
characteristics were included in the bearing/shaft model. 
In summary, the analyses indicate no tester operational problems due to outer 
race misalignment with a carrier to housing clearance of 1.3 mils. Although the 
thermal analysis indicates a slight carrier to housing interference for steady state 
conditions, verification of this condition is necessary during early tester operation 
and should not be detrimental during the initial test phase in LN when loads are 
relatively light. For higher loads and increased heat generation, ;urther analysis 
is required to evaluate the adequacy of carrier to housing clearance. These analyses 
should use the thermal model "calibrated" by thermal data taken in the early BMT 
runs. 
5.4.4 Potential Effects of Outer Race Misalignment on Shaft Assembly Balancing 
An apparent shaft assembly unbalance was observed during ba"lancing of the BMT 
rotating assembly. The cause was determined to be bearing carrier face run out. The 
carrier run out can in effect produce an angular misalignment in the bearing outer 
race. The purpose of this investigation is to develop an explanation as to how the 
outer race tilt could produce a synchronous load effect, which would appear to be a 
grossly out of balance shaft assembly. 
As a start, the geometry change in the bearing was evaluated as the outer race 
was displaced. Figure 5.4.6 illustrates the geometric representation. As the outer 
race is rotated counter clockwise, the right ball moves upward and to the right and 
the 1 eft ball moves down and to the ri ght. The center of the pi tch ci rcl e is di s-
placed in the positive y direction. The center of the circle formed by the outer 
race curvative center is displaced in the y direction (k) and in the x direction (h). 
Normally this is a static condition and the ball pitch circle would be displaced from 
the shaft center 1 ine by a constant value and there should be no shaft dynamic 
effects. However, the contact angle chaJlges as a function of the azimuth angJe. The 
cont~ct angle is increased in the $ = 0 position and decreases when $ = 180. At $ 
= 90 , the contact angle is not changed. Assume an out of balance shaft assembly 
prQducing a synchronQus load in the radial direction. Since the contact angle 
changes with azimuth location, the bearing radial stiffness also changes in the 
azimuth direction. Therefore, with a variable stiffness, the shaft can move radially 
ina dynami c manner synchronous wi th shaft speed. Consequently. a small unbalance 
can be magnified into an apparent large unbalance by outer race misal ignment. The 
geometry shown in Figure 5.4.6 is obviously for an unlQaded, static bearing. Loads 
and speed will change the configuratiQn. However by superimposing the outer race 
mi sa 1 i gnment effects on the confi gurati on assumed by the beari ng at speed and under 
load, the above explanation should still be valid. 
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To investigate the sensitivity of the contact angle to outer race misalignment 
the following analysis was made. Assuming no deformation in the contact areas and 
very small axial displacement, h",o, the contact angle can be related to the misalign-
ment angle as follows: 
SINB' = Roe COS~ + SINB A 0 
A is the di stance bet~leen curvature centers. 
The above equation is presented graphically in Figure 5.4.7. A one minute angle 
of misalignment introduces about 4.5% peak to peak variation in contact angle. The 
degree this affects radial stiffness and shaft assembly dynamics is yet to be de-
termined. 
An analysis to determine the stiffness variation is in work. "SHABERTH r" was 
coded to evaluate the stiffness variation with mis;.;lignment, but failed to run. 
"SHABERTH II" was subsequently coded to include outer race misalignment and it ran. 
These results will be bearing radial stiffness values that can be input to a bearing 
dynamic model for evaluating rotor/shaft dynamics. 
5.0 BearinR ~ear Track, Ball Pass Count, and Ball Spin Speed Analysis 
A 57 mm bearing was modeled on the SHABERTH computer program with maximum clear-
ances and an arbitrary temperature distribution radially across the bearing. The 
purpose was to determine if the observed bearing wear tracks could be matched within 
the known loads applied to the bearing tester. As shown in Figure 5.5.1, a fairly 
good match can be obtained with an axial load of 6500 pounds. For comparison, the 
calculated tracks for a uniform bearing temperature and nominal clearances are shown. 
The temperature gradient used was an assumed one which was selected to investigate 
the sensitivity of contact angle to increased diametrical clearances due to tempera-
ture differences. This information shows that the bearing tracks can be influenced 
by temperature and clearance as well as applied loads. 
Cage speed data generated from SHABERTH was used to generate inner and outer 
race ball passes per minute. This data was compared with the data measured during 
tester operation. The comparisons, shown in Figure 5.5.2, indicate good agreement 
with the measured and talculated values. Also shown is the ball spin speed compared 
with the data derived from the tests. As illustrated, the above parameters are 
plotted as a function of the bearing axial reaction load. 
5.6 Effects of Ball Drag on Operating Characteristics 
The SHABERTH computer program has the capabil ity of evaluating the effects of 
ball drag. Unfortunately, the treatment of the hydrodynamic effects have been 
programmed consi deri ng the properti es of 1 ubri cants operati ng ina nomi na 1 tem-
perature range of -60 to 6000 F. For example, the temperature correction for the 
lubricant density is given as: 
where p(60) and G can be input or a lubricant can be selected that has its properties 
already programmed. Obviously. O~ does nat exist as a liquid at 60 F and the above 
equation does not account for a pKase change from gas to liquid. Therefore, a ficti-
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tious value for p(60) can be used or a lubricant selected that has a density range 
covering LOX, when the appropriate temperature is used in the above equation. 
Another problem associated with LOX as a fluid is caused by the way the program 
accounts for viscosity variations with temperature. Typical lubrication viscosity 
data have been correlated with the following expression: 
10g10 10g10 (V + 0.6) = A - B 10910 (T + 460) 
where A and B are constants determined by substituting the known values of viscosity 
(V) at T = 100 F and T = 210°F and solving the two resulting equations for A and B. 
For a low viscosity fluid such as LOX, the term (V+.6) is less than one thus re-
quiring taking the log of a negative number. 
To work around the above problems, SHABERTH was run at LOX temperature us i ng a 
dry 1ubrir.ant friction coefficient. Tile purpose vIas to determine the operating 
clearances at LOX temperature. These clearances will be used as input for a higher 
temperature run (temperature selected to obtain a match of lubricant and LOX density) 
with a fluid to determine the drag force on the balls. 
The ball drag force is determined by: 
F pAvCv (d IJ )2 w = 8g m.'o 
Av = ball frontal area 
Cv = drag force; determined as a function of Reynolds Number 
dm = bearing pitch diameter 
Wo = ball orbital velocity (cage speed) 
p = density of fluid in the bearing cavity 
The density of the fluid in the bearing cavity is determined by: 
p = XCAVpo 
p. is the density of the liquid and XCAV is an input variable defining the percent 
19quid in the bearing cavity. Obviously, the ball drag force can be varied by 
varying the value of XCAV. The technique for using SHABERTH fOI' estimating ball drag 
effects is as follows :,",
1) Run SHABERTH at LOX temperatures to establish operating clearances. 
2) Run SHABERTH at appropri ate temperature to provi de a 1 ubri cant dens ity 
equivalent to LOX density. 
3) Use the values of viscosity to calculate a Reynolds Number to determine the 
drag coefficient Cv, and calculate the drag force used by the program. Any 
val ue of drag force can be i nvesti gated by varyi ng XCAV. 
To date, successful runs have been made using this technique. The results are 
provided in Section 5.7. 
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5.7 Estimates of Ball Drag Forces. Torgu~~. and Heat Generation 
Proper manipulation of input data a1iows the SHABERTH bearing program to ca1cu~ 
late the heat generated due to viscous work and drag on the orbiting balls in a low 
viscosity fluid such as LOX. This technique was exp1c;ined in Section 3.4.6. Esti~ 
mates of ball drag, torque, and heat generation can be made as a function of the 
percent liquid assumed to be in the bearing cavity. Shown in Figure 5.7.1 are the 
pre1 iminary results of an analysis on the 57 mm bear·ing. As noted, the data are for 
a single bearing assumed to be operating in a stagnant fluid. The percent fluid in 
the cavity can be interpreted either as a low density fluid or the partial filling of 
the cavity with liquid. 
Although bearing characteristics such as contact angle were not affected by ball 
drag, the fluid drag on the balls does cause ball slippage or skidding in a lightly 
loaded bearing. This effect is shown in Figure 5.7.2 which gives the ratio of 
cage~to~ shaft speed as a function of bearing reaction, percent fluid in the cavity, 
and friction coefficient. Although this information should be considered preliminary 
due to convergence problems with the machine solution, the trends are believed to 
represent the physical characteristics. This problem should be overcome by going to 
a higher level of solution in the SHABERTH program. 
As shown, the effect of increas~d flooding of the bearing cavity is to slightly 
reduce the cage rotational speed at bearing reaction loads above approximately 150 
pounds. Below 150 pounds there is a significant reduction in cage speed indicating 
bearing slip on the inner race. A reduction in friction coefficient increases the 
ball slip which further reduces the cage speed as shown. This indicated that a com~ 
bination of low axial load and high fluid drag can cause significant slip between the 
rolling elements and the inner race. The consequence of this is increased heat gen~ 
erated, wear, and shorter bearing life. The fluid density used in these analyses is 
representative of LOX. 
The effects on bearing frictional and viscous heat generation are shown in Fig~ 
ures 5.7.3 and 5.7.4. Figure 5.7.3 provides data for a 50% flooded cavity and Figure 
5.7.4 is data representing a 100% flooded cavity. As shown, the fractional heat 
generated increases, after passing through a minimum point, as the bearing reaction 
load is reduced. The effect is more severe for the 100% flooded cavi ty. These 
effects could be considerably more severe than indicated for some combinations of 
axial and radial loading. For instance. if a bearing is lightly loaded in the axial 
direction with significant slip between rolling elements and inner race, a sudden 
application of radial load will cause the friction forces between the ball and race 
to increase. Since the ball/cage mass cannot be instantaneously accelerated to the 
cage equilibrium speed, considerable damage can be done to the balls and races due to 
slippage under high loading. This input could explain the abnormal wear observed in 
the LN tests for beari ngs 1 and 4 of the BMT. Effort!; a re under way to extend these ana1Ys~s to include other friction factors and modify the fluid density to represent 
LN2· 
5.8 Effects of Bearing Preload on Cage Slip and Frictional Heat Generation 
An analysis has been conducted to evaluate the effects of axial load on bearing 
cage speed and heat generation rates due to rolling element slip with respect to the 
lnner race. The effects of viscous drag, due to the rolling elements rotating in the 
LN? coolant, was accounted for in model ing the 57 mOl LOX turbopump bearing for 
analysis using the SHABERTH Bearing Analysis Computer Program. 
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The objective was to determine the axial load that would allow the viscous drag 
force to overcome the contact fr'; cti on forces to the extent that s i gni fi cant s l'j ppage 
could occur at the rolling element/face interfaces causing appreciable increases in 
inner race heat generation. Since the friction force is directly proportional to the 
coefficient of friction, which is not conclusively known, the friction coefficient 
was varied over a range from 0.08 to 0.22. The results of the investigation are 
shown in Figures 5.8.1 and 5.8.2. The data shown in Figure 5.8.1 for a friction 
coefficient of .08 indicate that, below a specific value of axial load, the heat 
generated at the inner race decreases to a minimum and then increases to a maximum. 
The same characteristic should occur for the other friction coefficients. 
Inability of the computer program to converge to a solution at the lower levels 
prevented completing these curves in the low load region. It should also be observed 
for the friction coefficient of .08 that the heat generated by cage drag begins to 
decrease as the heat generated at the inner race begins to increase. Shown in Figure 
5.8.2 is the cage/shaft speed ratio as a function of axial reaction, friction factor, 
and fluid drag. The upper horizontal line represents the case for no fluid drag. 
For these conditions, the cage to shaft speed ratio is about 43%. As shown, a de-
crease in friction force (friction coefficient) reduces the cage speed. Furthermore, 
a reduction in axial load redur.:es the cage speed dramatically at loads below about 
300 1 bs. 
The results of this analysis provide a better understanding of why bearings 1 
and 4 of the BMT were degraded even though they were lightly loaded in the axial 
direction. Based on these results, a design requirement should be to provide at 
least 400 lbs of preload in the bearings at all operating conditions. 
5.9 Assessment of Bearing Wear by Measurement of Axial Deflection and Applied Load 
It is desirable to have the capabi1 ity to evaluate bearing wear subsequent to 
each test run. In principal this can be done by measuring the shaft deflection as a 
function of applied axial load, and correlating this information with the analytical-
ly developed curves shown in Figure 5.9.1. To assess the degree of wear, the infor-
mation shown in Figure 5.9.1 was generated by developing the relationship between 
carrier axial load and bearing reaction and, by use of the Shaberth bearing code, 
developing the relationship between bearing reaction and shaft deflection. The data 
shown are for cryogenic temperatures since the deflection sensors are expected to be 
cal ibrated in this temperature range. Ambient temperature curves can be readily 
generated if required. 
5.10 Bearing Operating Preloads 
An analysis has been done to estimate the change in bearing preload, from the 
assembled room temperature value, as the bearing/shaft assembly is cooled from room 
temperature to LN2 temperature and rotated to a speed of 30,000 RPM. At this point 
in the analysis, Tt is assumed that the shaft is not axially loaded; therefore. the 
bearing axial reactions are equal for all bearings and equal to the spring preload 
value at operating conditions. 
Considering only the thermally induced axial loads and deflection, the following 
expressi0ns can be written for the axial deflection of the shafts and components. 
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2) d£ : C " FT L: tci A .E . i=1 Cl Cl 
" +2: a .£ .IIT 
i=1 Cl Cl 
" - Thermal coefficient of expansion 
A - Cross sectional area under load 
E - Modulus of elasticity 
FT- Thermally induced load R. - Length 
s - Shaft 
c - Components on the shaft 
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Since dL = dR. these equations can be solved for the thermally induced force 
and the 3xials defle£tions due to the temperatul'e changes. The axial deflection of 
interest is the net deflection between one-half the bearing separator, one-half the 
bearing race, the bearing spring, and the carl'ier tang. Using the data provided in 
Figure 5.10.1, a net deflection of 0.1551 mils was estimated. This deflection is in 
the direction to compress the spring. Since the spring constant is between 55 and 65 
lbs/mil (depending on direction of spring travel), this movement produces an insig-
nificant change in preload. 
An axial movement of the bearing can occur as a result of radial clearance 
changes caused by initial press fits, tempel-ature changes, and shaft speeds. To 
assess these effects on bearing preload, bearing deflection curves at these different 
conditions were generated, as shown in Figure 5.10.2. Deflection curves are shown 
for three conditions; room temperature, cryogenic temperature, and cryogenic tempera-
ture and speed. As shown, fitting the bearing to the shaft causes an axial movement 
of the races which requires about a thousand pounds to return the races to their 
r(~lative unmuunted positions. Since the room temperature preload is approximately 
one thousand pounds, this is the initial condition from which the shaft/bearing 
system changes as the components are cooled down and brought up to speed. The effect 
of the cool down is shown, as well as the speed effect. 
As indicated in Figure 5.10.2, the effect of cool down on bearing deflection is 
to release a small amount of preload, ",50 lbs. As shown in Figure 5.10.1, the 
thermal coefficient of expansion for the shaft is about 10% larger than the value for 
the inner race; therefore, the shaft shrinks from the inner rae.! reducing the inter-
ference fit. This, in turn, increases the internal clearance of the bearing, a'llow-
ing the outer race to move in a direction to reduce the spring preload. As the shaft 
reaches operational speed (30,000 RPM), the centrifugal force causes the inner race 
to grow, reducing the bearing internal clearance, causing the outer race to move in 
the direction to increase the preload. As shown in Figure 5.10.2, these are compen-
sating effects and the operating preload is very near the room temperature value. It 
is important to realize that these conditions have been estimated for uniform temper-
ature conditions (i.e., all bearing elements, shaft, and carrier are assumed to be at 
the same temperature). Temperature gradients across the bearing and in the bearing 
carrier could change these results. In addition, the spring constant is the room 
temperature va 1 ue. Further ana lyses a re needed to evaluate these effects. 
Another factor affecting bearing preload is the preload spring hysteresis. This 
effect is shown in Figure 5.10.3. As shown, the spring has a different spring 
constant depending on the direction of travel. It is estimated that the preload 
value will vary about 20% depending on the direction of the spring action. 
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5.11 Interface Fit Between the Inner Race and Shaft 
The bearing inner race is a force or interference fit on the tester shaft. This 
assembly is made at room temperature and the interference between the race and shaft 
changes as the tester is cooled to LN temperature, rotated to test speed, and 
loaded. An analysis was done to estima~e these changes at the various conditions 
from assembiy to test. 
Assumin% that the assembly temperature is 200 C and the cold operating tempera-
ture is -180 C, th~ interference will change from 2.3 mils at room temperature to 
1.2074 mils at -180 C. Rotation of the bearing shaft assembly to 30,000 per minute 
will reduce the i·nterference to 0.6178 mils. A preload of 1000 lbs. will increase 
the interference to about 0.75 mils. Increased axial loading will "tighten" the 
interference of bearings 2 and 3 and loosen bearings 1 and 4. The interference for 1 
and 4 will not be less than 0.6178 mils. 
The above estimates are for uniform temperature of bearing race and shaft. This 
is not the case when bearing friction heat warms the inner race to a higher tempera-
ture than the shaft. The maximum temperature difference between the inner race and 
the shaft probably occurs during tester start when the heat generation, due to speed 
and load, is suddenly imposed on the chilled shaft and bearing. This transient 
condition has not been anal.yzed; however, a calculation was made to estimate the 
temperature difference between the inner race and shaft that would eliminate the 
interfer8nce fit. Assuming the shaft remained at -1800 C, this analysis indicated 
about 38 C temperature difference bebleen bearing inner race and shaft will cause the 
interference fit to obe lost (i .e., if the inner race temperature attains an Jlverage 
temperature of -142 C, while the shaft average temperature remains at -180 C, the 
interference between inner race and shaft will be zero at 30,000 RPM and 1000 1 bs 
axial reaction at the bearing). 
Since the thermal model predicts an average temperature of only 280 C for an 
axial load of 2500 lbs and 30,000 RPM, there should be no problem in losing interfer-
ence fit at steady operating conditions. However, as stated previously, the start 
transient could cause a temperature difference large enough to eliminate the inter-
ference fit for short periods of time. Although an increase in axial load tends to 
increase the interface pressure (between inner race and shaft), it also increases the 
heat generation rate. The steady conditions analyzed were for an axial load of 2500 
pounds. It is expected, but not confirmed by analysis, that the increase in load 
wi 11 outwei gh the thermal effects and the interference fit wi 11 be ma i nta i ned at the 
higher load conditions. If the maintenance of an interference fit is critical to 
tester operation, a transient analysis should be done and additional higher loads 
investigated to verify that the interference is not lost for any possible operating 
condition. 
The previous analyses show that the room temperature bearing preload is not 
significantly affected by cooling to LN? temperature and rotation of the shaft to 
30,000 RPM. Temperature gradients acroSs the bearing have been negle.cted and the 
temperature effect on bearing spring constant has not been included. Although the 
bearing internal clearances can be significilntly affected, it is expected that 
temperature differences of less than about 150F across the bearing will have little 
effect on the preload value. The temperature effect on spring constant will require 
further work. It shaul d also be observed that the effect of speed is to increase the 
pre load; therefore, at a shaft speed of 10,000 RPH, the preload wi 11 be s 1 i ghtly 
reduced (reduction will be less than ",65 lbs.) compared to the value at 30,000 RPM. 
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The analyses relating the carrier load to bearing reactions shows that the un-
loaded bearings (1 and 4) will retain sufficient preload to prevent excess skidding 
and internal heat generation. It also shows that t.he uncertainty in bearing reaction 
due to preload spring hysteresis is approximately 20% maximum. 
The interference fit between the inner race and shaft has been evaluated to 
determine the effects of temperature and speed. Although an interference is main-
tained at uniform operating temperatures and speed, temperature differences between 
the bearing inner race and shaft can be large enough to el iminate the interference. 
It has been estimated that interference fit will be lost at sPcTed if the inner race 
temperature is greater than ~e shaft temperature by about 38 C. This assumes the 
shaft to be operating at -180C which is a representative temperature when operating 
in LN. It presently appears that this can possibly occur only during start tran-sient~ when the shaft and bearing are chilled and a sudden load and speed is imposed 
which heats the bearing before the shaft temperature has time to respond. 
5.12 Fluid Film Thickness Analyses 
5.12.1 Estimation of Film Thickness for 57 mm Bearing Operating in LN2 and LOX 
A cursory analysis was done to provide an "order of magnitude" estimate of the 
fluid film thickness for the 57mm bearing operating in LN 2. Although the viscosity of N is over two orders of magnitude less than typical lubricating oil, the high spee~ of the bearing could partially compensate and provide some measure of sepa-
ration of the contact surfaces. This could be an aid to the solid film lubricant in 
providing contact lubrication. 
There are several major drawbacks in using current techniques to estimate fluid 
film thickness in N? Thes" techniques have been developed for lubricating oils and 
such characteristics as compressibility, phase tYPI~, and extreme variations in 
temperature have not been considered. Furthermore, there is a lack of viscosity data 
for N at the high pressures encounte.red in the contacts. Therefore, the error due 
to extrapolation to these pressures is not known. The assumption of incompressibil-
ity should provide optimistic values of film thickness. The assumed variation of 
viSCOSity with pressure (exponential law) could also be optimistic. 
The results of the film thickness estimates are shown in Figure 5.12.1. As the 
temperature increases, the fil m thi ckness decreases rather suddenly and then levels 
off. The sudden decrease is cha racteri sti c of ali qui d, and the 1 evel i ng o.ff is 
similar to the behavior of a gas Whose viscosity increases with temperature. The 
estimate was not carried past lODQoR since viscosity for higher temperatures was not 
available. Figure 5.12.2 provides viscosity data at specified temperatures and pres-
sures. Also shown are values for the pressure coefficient (A) and Il'. The signifi-
cance of these parameters will be discussed later. Comparing Il' with the viscosity 
val ues at 400 psia shows fairly good agreement at the lower and 9-Jigher temperatures. 
Since the critical temperature of N is 227°R, it is expected that the larger dis-
crepancy at 30DoR is due to rapidly2changing properties near the critical point. N2 
propert·jes were taken from Reference 35. 
As shown, 1:he film thickness varies frQm abQut 1.81l to .D31l inches. Since the 
surface finish of the balls and races are 0.51l and 61l inches respectively, the ratio 
of film thickness to aspherity height varies from 0.3 to 0.05. Furthermore, thermal 
ana lyses of the beari ngs i ndi cate that the race way temperatures a re cons i derab ly 
greater than l70oR. Consequently, the film thickness tQ roughness ratie would be 
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considerably less than 0.3. Bearing life adjustment factors, due to lubrication, 
does not adversely affect life predications for film thickness to roughness ratios 
less than about 4. SHABERTH I assumes dry friction for ratios less than 0.4. 
Following is an outline of the method used to provide the estimated film thick-
ness data shown in Figure 5.12.1. 
Gurbin's formula for fluid film thickness is (see Reference 1): 
G = ~E' 
- .. ' U 
U =r-f" 
Qz =~ 
E' = -1 E 2 
-II 
(For Rolling Elements 
of Same Material) 
A = Pressure Coeffi ci ent of Vi scos ity 
~o = Fluid Viscosity as Reference Pressure 
R = Equivalent Radius 
U = Entrainment Velocity 
= (u 1 + u2)/2 
E = Modulus of Elasticity 
~ = Poisson's Ratio 
This expression was developed from the incompressible Reynolds equation and 
elastohydrodynamic considerations including effects of contact surface deformation. 
The fluid viscosity is assumed to vary exponentially with pressure, and temperature 
is assumed to be constant. As given above, the expression is for 1 ine contact and 
must be slightly modified to r~present ball bearings (point contact). 
The terms in the above expressions are developed and grouped as follows: 
Entrainment Velocity 
Shaft Speed 
Cage Speed 
.. = Contact An!ll e 
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To determine the fluid entrainment velocity V refer to the above figure. 
VI = 1/2 (dm - OCOSa) (Ws-Wc) 
_ 0 
U2 - 2 IvRCosa 
For pure rolling, U1 - U2, and 
U = 1/2 (Ws - We) p;')"] DCosCl;"1= ~ COSCI 
t01ex~tressV Wc. in terms of Ws note that the cage velocity Vc is 1/2 the absolute shaft 
ve OCl y i' 1.e. 
--Vc = 1/2 dmWc = 1/2 Vi; 
Vi = Ws (dm/2 - 0/2 CoSa) = 1/2 lvsdm (l-y) 
1/2 dmWc = 1/2 1/2 Wsdm (1-y) 
Wc = 1/2 Ws (1-y) 
Substitution of Wc in the expression for U gives: 
U = Q ~1 [1 +"1] [1 -"1] Cos II! 
4 S "1 
Therefore, the entrainment fluid velocity can be expressed in terms of bearing geome-
try, contact angle, and shaft speed. 
Equivalent Radius (R): 
For small values of a, Cos a "'1, and 
R = 1/2 0 (1 - y) 
Load Per Unit Length: 
As stated earl ier, the expression for Q is for 1 ine contact and, for use with 
ball bearings, should be modified to represe~t point contact. The following repre-
sents the two contact configurations. 
Q . 
z 
Point Contact Line Contact 
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The maximum Hertz Pressure for pOint contact and line contact are as follows: 
3 QZ 
(] mp = 21'ab 
2 Qz 
ami = ""ifi 
(Point Contact) 
(Line Contact) 
Assuming equal Hertz pressures and loads for both contacts gives an equivalent length R'E for the poi nt contact. 
o _ 4a 
"E - T 
The dimensionless terms in Gurbin's equation can now be written as: 
G =7E' 
IT = ~ [~s] ~;7]COSet 
3 0-Oz = ~ a~i D(1-7) 
E' =..l-::.r 1- u-
and Gurbin's equation can be expressed as: 
~1.091 ].727 .727 .09] 11° = 0.228 [1/2 0 (l - 7 1 ~~s 1; 7 COSet pl'~ ] Ba~J 
where Ws = shaft speed in RPM 
A = pressure coefficient (in 2 /lb) 
~o 
, 
= vi scosity (l bs-sec/ i n2 ) 
E' = 33 x 10-6 psi for steel bodies 
,,: This arrangement of variables illustrates the effects of speed, viscositY'" and load on film thickness. The speed and viscOSity parameters are raised to the same power and, therefore, are equally influential. The lower power value for the term containing the load renders the film thickness rather insensitive to load changes. Although high shaft speed can offset low fluid viscosity, the viscosity for N is so low that the high speed of the tester is still insufficient to provide an a~equate film thickness. 
Estimation of Initial Viscosity and Pressure Coefficient (A): 
The exponential law relating vi$cosity tG pressure used in Gurbin's equation is as follows: 
~p 
,. = "0 e 
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This implies that at paD, pap. Since the internal pressure of the bearing 
~~!;~~r:slea:~~oximatelY 400 pSia, a <i:orrection was made to Po to account for this 
A(P-Po) (u -APo) AP I'a 1'0 e = .. 0 e e 
The pa I'ameter p' 
thickness expression? 
determined as follows: 
;: (lloe-APO) is used as the ambient 
The pressure coefficient for each 
viscosity in the film 
temperature level was 
The values of PI' p , Pl and P2 are shown in Figure5.12.2. The estimated values 
of A and Po are also giv6n in this figure. 
A similar analysis was done to estimate the fluid film thickness for the 57mm 
bearing operating in oxygen. The details of the analysis are contained in the 
reference and will not be repeated here. The same assumptions and reservations 
discussed in the reference hold for this analysis. Figure 5.12.3 shows the fluid 
viscosity data. derived pressure coefficient, and estimated initial viscosity for 0,. 
Figure 5.12.4 shows the estimated fluid film thickness as a function of contact 
temperature. Lack of high temperature 02 viscosity data limited the calculation to 
600a R. As was shown with N • the film thickness for ° is too small to provide 
appreciable separation of thi loaded contacts since tYPic~l surface finishes are on 
the order of 6p inches. 
5.12.2 Fluid FilmThickness Estimates for Material Fatigue Tester 
The minimum lubrica.nt film thickness was estimated for a material fatigue tester 
to investigate possible degradation of fatigue life due to loss of lubrication. The 
tester configuration and design characteristics are shown in Figure 5.12.5. The 
lubricant is MIL-L-7808G. The lubricant properties are al so provided in Figure 
5.12.5. The results indicate that the film thickness to roughness ratio (h/a) is not 
large enough to provide full EHD boundary lubrication. 
There are several correlations available in the literature for the estimation of 
lubricant film thickness. Dawson (1) developed the following formula to calculate 
minimum film thickness in a rolling contact. 
1) h . P U ..... _a 1.58(~E')9.6 (...!h-)O.7 
R x E R x 
Grubin developed a similar formula: 
2) 
R7
x 
a 1.87[(~ :?x Ul7/ f 
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FIGURE 5.12.5 TESTER CONFIGURATIOi{ AND lUSltlCI\NT PROPERTIES 
CALCULATED CONTACT r.r.f)f1ETRY 
••• 0162 IN 
b •• 0129 IN 
SPEED 10.000 RPr! 
LOAD 326 1 bs 
ESTIMATED CONTACT STRESS IllAX) • 737,000 ps; 
DETAIL OF CONTACT 
SUP.F~CF. 
LUBRICANT 
TYPE 
11lL-L-780BG 
V:5COSITY 2 
L8S-SECL6N 
1. 77xlO 
THERMAL 
CONOUCT 6 V lTV 
LBS/SEC R 
.0189 
PRESSURE VISC2SITY 
EXPONENT" lIN /LB) 
hlO- li 
• DATA FOR II1L-L-78080 ~OT 
AVAILABLE - ESTlIlATEO 8Y 
CIl'PARISON wnH LUBRICANTS 
OF SIIULAR VISCOSITY 
ItEAN f1Il-L-780BG PARAHETER 
• kj 7 
"j 1 
PROPERTIES 
Vt~C~SIT'( 12.8 
DENSI~Y 
(gm/cm ) .9526 
VISCOSITY 
1.7686),,10-6 (lbs-sec) 
in2 
FIGURE 5.12.6 LUBRICANT PROPERTIES'" 
TYPE II ESTER FLUOROCARBON POlVPHE!-!r:lEITHER 
10.7 30.6 3950 
0.6 0.61 0.83 
29 298 358 
.s, I.S9 1. 05 
3.57)'.10-6 6.B7xlO-5 5.45xlO-5 
.... All PROPERTIES EXCEPT FOR f1IL-L-7808G TAKEN FROM REF. 43 
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MRAFFINIC 
43.8 
0.66 
443 
.74 
4.75x10-5 
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A = Viscosity pressure coefficient (in2/1b) 
~ = Ambient viscosity (1 bs - se~ ~ in2 J; + u 
U = Entrainment velocity = 1 2 2 (in/sec) 
W 
W =4?ta= Load per unit length (lbs/in) 
WT = Contact surface load (lbs) 
a = Semi major axis of contact ellipse (in) 
, 2E 
E = 2 Assumes pro pert i es of wheeland roller .to be equa 1 11{1-. ) 
E = tlodu1us of elasticity (lbs/in2) 
• = Poisson's ratio 
The above relationships are for isothermal conditions. H. S. Cheng (42) devel-
oped a Grubin type inlet film thickness analysis including the thermal effects. The 
results of this work yield correction factors to the isothermal film thickness 
estimates as follows: 
3) h
min = 0r . 0s . ~in (isothermal) 
0t is a reduction factor to account for the thermal effects on the lubricant and 0 is a factor to account for side leakage in the contacts. Based on the lubricant 
properties, contact geometry, and entrainment velocity, these factors were estimated 
as fo 11 ows: 
"s = 0.9 
Dawson's film thickness formula can be adjusted to account for thermal and side 
leakage as follows: 
4) ~ = 1.237 (AE'),6 
R x [~] 0.7 E'R' x kR·J'13 
A similar adjustment can be made to Gurbin's formula. The mInImum film thickness 
estimated from equation 4 is 3.5\.1 inches. Gurbin's formula, including the reduction 
factors. provi des a mi nimum fi 1 m thi ckness of 6.2\.1 inches. The differencei s due 
primarily to the differences in exponents assigned to the load terms in the two 
equations. 
To further investigate the validity of these estimates, data from Reference (43) 
were compared ~Iith the above film thickness estimates. Figure 5.12.6 gives the 
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lubricants tested and experimental correlation factors determined from the tests. As 
shown, the type II Ester has viscosity values closest to the MIL-L-7808G lubricant. 
The film thickness data from reference 43 was correlated with the following 
formula. 
5) h. ~*' '2'] R ~1" = K TJ"j P ',-, t ) _ 
x J., HZ s 
p is a reduction factor for high stress conditions. These test data did not include 
stress conditions greater than 350ksi. Since the test fixture is stressed to 700ksi, 
a value of Ps could not be obtained directly from the test data. An optimistic value 
would be 0.5 which corresponds to a Hertz stress of 350ksi. 
Using the correlation factors for type II Ester and the MIL-L-7808G fluid prop-
erties, the estimated film thickness from equation 5 is, 1.375~ inches. 
The surface roughness for the sample and wheels were given as: 
TEST SAMPLE 
HHEEL 
41'TO 81' INCHES 
61' INCHES 
The combined RMS surface roughness is therefore: 
The results of the previous analysis are summarized below: 
CORRELATION 
Dawson 
Gurbin's 
Eq 5 
MINIMUM FILM 
THICKNESS ~ INCHES 
3.5 
6.2 
1.4 
FILM THICKNESS TO 
ROUGHNESS RATIO h/a 
.35 
.62 
.14 
According to Reference (42), if hla >4, thick EHD film exists and the lubrication 
should be satisfactory. If 1> hla <4, partial EHD film exists and lubrication is most 
likely satisfactory but may deteriorate when hla approaches unity. If hla <1, lubrica-
tion is marginal and 0peration in this region is in general not recommended ~lithout 
boundary lubrication additives. Pitting, scoring and progressive wear are likely to 
occur. 
5.13 Effect of Fri ct i on on Rolli ng El ement Contact and Subsurface Stresses 
The effects of friction on the magnitude and distributi0n of normal and shear 
stresses in rolling element contacts has been investigated. Reference 37 contains 
general expressions for the normal and sheer stresses for roll ing elements producing 
line contact. Line contact allows the stress problem to be solved in closed form by 
the application of plane stress and plain strain assumptions. Although these as-
sumptions do not hold fl'Jr point contact, the trends identified in the line contact 
solutions should apply. 
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The effect of surface friction on the location of the maximum shear stress was 
determined by solving for shear stress and setting the derivative to zero. Figure 
5.13.1 shows the results. As shown, the location of the maximum shear stress along the 
axis in the rolling direction (x axis) is a function of the coefficient of friction. 
Also shown is the expression of the maximum surface shear (Tm ) as a function of 
friction. The maximum shear stress for zero friction occurs at gXsubsurface depth of 
(z/a = 0.7861), and the stress ratio is 0.3. This point is shown on the vertical axis 
of Figure 5.13.1. As shown in the figure, the maximum shear stress moves to the 
surface for friction factors greater than 0.19. 
Shown in Figure 5.13.2 are the maximum surface principal stre$ses. As shown, 
these are all compressive stresses and occur in the surface as a function of the 
friction factor. The maximum tensile surface stress is shown in Figure 5.13.3, and 
occurs at (-x/a=1) in the contact surface. 
This analysis shows that the magnitude and location of the maximum contact stress-
es can be significantly affected by the friction force in the contact surface. Since 
these stresses increase with increased friction, this effect can be especially impor-
tant for rolling elements with marginal lubrication such as high speed bearings operat-
ing in cryogenics. These trends may help explain the surface failures observed in 
cryogenic bearing tests as opposed to the more common subsurface failures observed in 
well lubricated bearings. 
This analysis has been restricted to line contact, a similar analysis for point 
contact requires evaluation of a three dimensional stress field and can best be handled 
by finite element computer codes. 
5.14 Effects of Bearing Race Curvature and Oiametra1 Clearances on Operating 
Chara.cteri Gti cs 
The LOX turbopump turbine end bearing has been evaluated to investigate the 
effects of increased inner race curvature and increased di ametra 1 c1 earance on vari ous 
operating characteri sti cs. 
Figure 5.14.1 provides the friction heat generated per bearing pair as a function 
of radial reaction. The three curves shown represent different bearing parameters that 
were analyzed. The so lid line curve represents a di ametra 1 clearance of .0036 inches, 
with a bearing contact angle of 19.95 degrees. The inner and outer race curvatures 
being 0.53. The alternating long and short dashed line is for a bearing with a 
diametral clearance of .0063 inches, a contact angle of 22.89 degrees and inner and 
outer race curvatures of 0.55 and 0.53 respectively. The dashed line represents a 
bearing having a diametra1 clearance of .0059, a contact angle of 22.14 degrees and 
inner and outer race curvatures of 0.55 and 0.53 respectively. 
This analysis was performed using a shaft speed of 30,000 RPM and a frict;'on 
coefficient of 0.20. The bearing component temperatures were assumed to be 1.nitially 
at -153°C, the temperature of liquid oxygen. A complete thermal analysis would be 
necessary to determi ne the appropri ate beari ng component temperatures. A 1000 pound 
preload was also placed on each bearing of the pair modeled. 
Figure 5.14.2 illustrates the frictional heat generated at the inner and outer 
races per bearing pair. The frictional heat rqresented in Figures 5.14.1 and 5.14.2 
would likely be more severe if the temperature distribution in the be.aring were ac-
counted for. 
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FIGURE 5,13.1 l-tAxutun SURFACE SHEAR STRESS AS FUNCTION OF FRICTION COEFFICIEHT (LINE CONTACT) 
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FIGURE 5.14.1 
TOThl FRICTIONAL HEAT GENERATED - VS - RADIAL REACTION 
B.O 
= iE 
~ 7.0 
~ 
'" ~
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~ 
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~ 
w 
~ 
w 
u 
S :r 6.0 
o 1000 pourm PRELOAD PER ['rr 
• 30,000 RPM SHAFT SPEED 
o TEMP: -153·C 
of:::O.20 
CI :. 19.95" Pd '" .0036" 
----Curvature:: .53, .53 
{, ,. 22.89° Pd '" .0063" 
---Curvature = .53 •. 55 
________ fl = 22.14" Pd .0059" 
Curvature = .53 •. 55 
5.0 +----.,----.,----.,-----, 
o 500 1000 1500 
RADIAL REACTION (POUNOS) 
PER BEARING PAIR 
3OR"r ·7'·m ..... =~-----
2000 
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The maximum stress in the contact area as a function of radial reaction is sho
wn 
in Figure 5.14.3. It can be ,een that these stresses increase as the radia
l load 
increases, as would be expected. The two cases in which the inner and out
er race 
curvature are 0.55 and 0.53 respectively appear to increase linearly and te
nd to 
coverage upon each other as the radial load increases. The control case (solid line) 
shows a non-linear increase as a function of radial reaction. 
Figure 5.14.4 and 5.14.5 represent the minimum inner and outer contact angles as 
a 
fUnction of radial loading. As shown in Figure 5.14.4, the inner contact ang
le de-
creases nonlinearly as the radial reaction increases. Figure 5.14.5 illustrat
es the 
linear decrease of the outer contact angle as the radial reaction increases
. Also 
shown are the effects of the proposed design changes in curvature and cleara
nces on 
operating contact angles. 
The loss of internal or operating clearance as a function of radial reaction 
is 
represented in Figure 5.14.6. As shown, there is minimal reduction in clearanc
e over 
the range of 0 to 2000 pounds radial reaction per bearing pair. Although the un
mounted 
radial clearance change is 64% (current clearance = 3.6 mils; modified = 5.9 mils), the 
operating clearance change is ~112%. 
Figure 5.14.7 illustrates the effects of race curvature and diametral clearance o
n 
bearing stiffness. The control case, with the smallest clearance, smallest 
contact 
angle and inner and outer race curvatures of 0.53 produces the least deflection 
and is 
therefore the stiffest case. The case with the next larger diametral c-lear
ance of 
.0059", and inner and outer curvatures of 0.55 and 0.53 respectively displays th
e next 
lowest deflection with the largest clearance cas~ having the most bearing deflecti
on. 
The stiffnesses ar'(; calculated to be 1.25 x 10 lbs/in for the control case (p d -
.0036"), 1-5l53 x 10 lbs/in for the case in which the diametral clearance is .0059" and 
9.756 x 10 lbs/in for a clearance of .0063". The effects of including the ['"aring 
component temperature distribution due to thermal/mechanical interaction of the 
bearing 
would tend to reduce clearances and probably result in a stiffer bearing syste
m than 
represented in Figure 5.14.7. 
5.15 Estimate of Cage Forces Caused by Uneven Ball Wear for Turbopump 2309R1 Tu
rbine 
End Bearing 
An analysis was conducted to estimate the cage loads of the #3 bearing in HPO
TP 
2309R1 when the webbi ng between the #1 and #13 pockets failed. In thi sana lys
i s, the 
cage loads were assumed to be caused by uneven ball wear. Potential inertia
 forces 
caused by rotating radial loads and ball/cage transient interactions were n
ot con-
sidered. The objective was to determine if quasi-steady loads introduced by uneven 
ball wear could be severe enough to explain the cage failure. The ball wear m
easured 
lifter disassembly is shown in Figure 5.15.1. 
The large variance in ball diameter measured (.499 in to .487 in) prevented a 
straight forward use of the Shaberth computer program because the equil ibrium
 equa-
ti ons, as coded in Shaberth, use a constant di ameter ball throughout the b
eari ng. 
Therefore each ball had to be simulated separately takin.g into account the ef
fect of 
the other, different size balls in the bearing. This was done by assuming t
hat the 
largest ball in the bearing (D = .499 in) controlled the spacing between the inner and 
outer races, i.e., the bearing contains perfectly stiff races. This means t
hat the 
free contact angle based on the largest diameter ball is used (D = .499 in, ALPHA = 
23.168). This contact angle accounts for the increased diametral clearance caused by 
wear 0f the largest ball (twice the .001 in wear). When smaller balls are in the 
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FIGURE 5.14.4 
rnNItlUfo1 INNEr. CONT!.CT ANGLE - VS - RAOlAl REACTION 
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bearing with the largest, there is increased diametral clearance associated with each 
smaller ball. The difference between this clearance for each smaller ball and the 
clearance accounted for in the contact angle of the largest ball is considered to be 
radial play in the Shaberth input data. Figure 5.15.1 shows how this relative radial 
play is determined for ball #3. Figure 5.15.2 compares this clearance with the 
measured ball wear. 
Figures 5.15.3 and 5.15.4 show the data generated when each ball (simulated by its 
radial play) was run with an 850 lb radial load and an 1000 lb axial preload. Normal 
forces and orbital speeds for each azimuth location are calculated and these are taken 
to be the values for a particular worn ball at different ball positions around the 
bearing. Therefore, from these t.ables, the complete bearing can be constructed at 
various orientations. ~larked on the tables are the values for the normal forces and 
the orbital speeds when ball #13 is directly underneath the load. The normal forces 
and orbital speeds for this orientation are plotted in Figure 5.15.2. 
Figure 5.15.5 shows the ultimate force required to break the cage at the minimum 
cross-section as a function of temperature. The tension force requi red to break the 
cage was taken, from this chart, to be approximately 2100 lbs. The use of this value 
assumes that, at the minimum cross-section, the cage webbing would be running at a 
relatively low temperature (-100°F) for the following reasons; 
(1) The balls contact the cage only on the pocket sides in the direction of rotation, 
not on the webbing. 
(2) The cage material is a fairly good insulator so that much of the heat generated at 
the contact would not be conducted around to the webbing, but would be carried 
away by the LOX flowing across the cage. 
The cage speed shown in Figure 5.15.2 (1904 RADS/SEC) was estimated to be that 
speed which gave the lowest net force on the cage. Since all the balls are actually 
travelling at the cage speed, the plot of the orbital speeds for each ball provides an 
indicator of which balls are pushing the cage and which are being pulled by the cage. 
The force exerted on the cage pockets is then equal to the friction force between the 
balls and the races that must be overcome if slip is to OCCUt'. This same orientation 
is shown again in Figure 5.15.6. The arrows on Figure 5.15.6 show the direction of the 
friction forces on the cage pockets. This configuration was chosen first because it 
should give the largest tension force on the pocket that failed. However, as shown, 
even if all the draggin9 balls were segregated from those pushing the cage, the resul-
t.ant force on the cage (491 lb) would not be enough to cause the failure. 
Another orientation is shown in Figure 5.15.7, where the ball with the highest 
relative radial clearance (#10) is beneath the load. The worst cage force in this case 
is 623 1 bs and thi sis a 1 s.o not enough to cause fa il ure. 
In summary, the model used here does not predict a cage failure due to quasi-
steady loads induced by uneven ball wear. It a.ppears that there is an unstable dynamic 
interaction between the balls and the cage that is not addressed by the quasi -steady 
state analysis described herein, which produces considerably higher loads resulting in 
the cage failure. An estimate of these forces would require a detailed dynamic an3ly-
sis of the cage/ball system. 
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